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I. Introduction.

The investigation of clean silicon surfaces is important both from a
scientific and technological point of view.
A reason for the scientific importance of silicon and most
other semiconductors, is the existence of electronic states at the
surface, that have an energy distribution different from that of bulk
states. A lot of effort has been and is still given to determine the
origin and properties of these "surface states" [1],
Conduction, field-effect and workfunction measurements, photoemission
and other electron spectroscopical techniques, ellipsometric and re-
flectometric studies are in general used to study directly or indirect-
ly the properties of surface states [2].

Recent experimental data indicate for silicon the location of surface-
states both in and outside the energy gap between the bulk conduction
and valence band. Several studies also reveal in general a decrease
in surface state density upon the chemisorbtion of gases (e.g. 0^ and
H).

In a simple picture, the uncompensated chemical bonds of silicon atoms,
originating from the non-tetrahedral atomic coordination at the sur-
face, are more or less compensated by chemisorbed species. However,
this only reduces the density of surface states. Also the rearrange-
ment of silicon surface atoms has been shown to influence surface
states.

Ion bombardment is known to alter the long-range atomic order at the
surface and by varying the acceleration voltage, in principle a con-
tinuously variable energy amount may be transferred to the surface.
In this study we therefore investigated the relation between ion bom-
bardment and surface state properties. Mainly noble gases have been
used to separate the effects of chemical bonds and kir.etic energy
transfer.

Sofar only a few experiments have been reported on this subject, all
using relatively ill-defined bombardment conditions.
The availability of a clean, spatially and energetically well-defined
ion beam offers therefore the possibility to repeat and extend these
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experiments under the proper experimental conditions.
From a technological point of view silicon is a very important material
in device fabrication. With the increasing miniaturization the device
properties will be more and more determined by the combination of bulk
and surface properties, necessitating also a thorough understanding of
the latter.

Ion bombardment is becoming more and more in use in device fabrication
because of its superior etching behaviour when compared to the classi-
cal chemical etchants [33 . Also the possibility to create accurately
determined impunty profiles by ion implantation at high energies has
developed itself to be a common technique [4].

However, the fundamental process of the interaction of charged particles
and solid surfaces is very complicated. The energy and bombarding
species dependent lattice damage severely influences the efficiency
of implanted impurities.

Sofar no study of these phenomena has been reported using in-situ ellip-
sometry,conductivity and field-effect measurements.
Ellipsometry will be used to examine the build-up of lattice damage
upon ion bombardment in terms of the complex refractive index of the
damaged surface layer. A comparison will be made to evaporated amorphous
silicon films.

Field-effect and conductivity measurements are used to obtain,for the
clean surface, the position of the Fermi level at the surface and an
estimation of the density of surface states in the vincinity of the
Fermi level.

From changes in field-effect mobility and conductivity upon ionbombard-
ment compared to the damage build-up, a mechanism will be deduced to ex-
plain the observed changes. A distinction is made between the very
small changes obtained for the clean surface, bombarded with a mass-
analyzed argon ion beam, and the much larger changes when using a clas-
sical, unanalyzed, ion beam. The implantation of argon (A+) ions, the
subsequent radiation damage and the presence of impurities are con-
sidered.
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II.1 Electrical properties of semiconductor surfaces.

II.1.1 Introduction.

The electrical properties of the semiconductor surfaces are largely
controlled by surface states. Surface states are defined [1] as elec-
tronic states localized close to the surface, that is, the probabili-
ty amplitude of an electron in such a state decreases exponentially
with increasing distance from the surface.
Eversince the presence of surface states has been postulated by
Bardeen in 1947 [2], based on the theoretical considerations of Tamm
[3], numerous experiments have been performed to examine the nature
and properties of surface states. An historical review is given by
Meyer and Sparnaay [4].
Other reviews are listed under ref. [5].

Also theoretically much effort is given to surface states [see e.g.
ref. 6], The absence of surface state levels in the semiconductor
bulk supports the assumption, that the physical origin of these states
lies in the mere creation of the surface [38j, that is, either the
breaking of chemical bonds (leading to the creation of dangling bonds)
or and most likely combined with the first effect, the reconstruction
of the top atom layers during the formation of the surface. Experimen-
tal ly surface reconstructions have often been found by means of low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) [7] on clean semiconductor single
crystal surfaces. This observation indicates the formation of a sur-
face unit mesh larger than the 'ideal' bulk unit cell as obtained
from X-ray diffraction studies. In many cases also more than one so-
called superstructure is observed depending on surface heat treatment
[8].

The basic concepts of the electrical properties of semiconductor sur-
faces can be found in the textbooks [9-12]. Only in the last textbook
[12] account is given of the experimental observation that surface
states can lie both _in- and outside the energy gap. In the section
below their interpretation will be briefly outlined.



II.1.2 Jheor^_on_electrical_grogerties_of_semiconductor_surfaces.

In the present chapter we will consider a semi-infinite semiconductor
single crystal with an ideally flat surface. The donor and acceptor
concentration is assumed to be homogeneous throughout the crystal and
surface states are supposed to be located at the surface in an un-
specified distribution.

Because the origin of surface states is different from that of bulk
states, they should not necessarily be located inside the bands that
are formed by the energy levels from bulk atoms. In fact on some semi-
conductor surfaces both theoretical and experimental evidence has
been obtained, that surface states are located both inside and outside
the energy gap between the bulk conduction and valence band C4]. Also
the affinity of surface states for electrons and holes will be dif-
ferent as compared to bulk energy levels.
It is generally assumed that both donor- and aceptor-like surface
states exist at the surface. This behaviour leads to the formation of
a net surface charge Q per unit area, that may be positive, negative
or zero.
In thermodynamic equilibrium, the condition of electrical neutrality
holds. This results in an equal charge density Q of opposite sign,
distributed in a layer under the surface, the space charge layer.
Qce and Q c r form an electrical double layer. The space charge extends
bo SC

from the surface into the bulk over a distance, which is typically of
the order of the Debye length.
The electrical field in the double layer produces a potential dif-
ference V with respect to the bulk. In the surface region the potential
energy of electrons varies thus as -eV(z) where z is the distance
from the surface, located at z=0. In particular the energy E~(z) at
the conduction band edge becomes (see fig. 2.1)

Ec(z) = Ec-eV(z) , (2.1a)
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where E~ is the bulk energy level. Similarly one has

Ev(z) = Ev-eV(z)

E.(z) = E.-eV(z) ,

(2.1b)

(2.1c)

where Ey is the valence band edge energy level in the bulk and Ê  is
position of the Fermi level for an intrinsic semiconductor in the bulk.
Thus the energy bands vary in absolute height from place to place pro-
portional to the local electrostatic potential V.
On the other hand the Fermi level must be everywhere the same when the
system is in equilibrium. An example of the resulting energy diagram
is shown in f i g . 2.1 for an n-type semiconductor.

KTv.
eV(z)

Fig. 2.1 Example of an energy diagram in the surface spaoe charge

layer and in the bulk, for an n-type semiconductor.

In the case of non-degenerate carriers in the surface space charge
region, i .e. Ec(z)-Ep » kT and Ep-Ey(z) » kT where k is Boltzmann's
constant and T the absolute temperature, the densities for electrons
and holes may be written according to the Boltzmann statistics as
[9-12]

n(z) = n i exp - ^

p(z) = n. exp 1
 kT

 F ,

(2.2a)

(2.2b)
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where n. is the intrinsic carrier density. By using dimensionless

energy parameters [13]

EF-E. EF-E.(z)

(2.3)

eq. 2.2 can be written as

n(z) = n- exp(u) = n.. exp(ub+v) = nb exp(v) (2.4a)

p(z) = ni exp(-u) = ni exp(-ub-v) = pb exp(-v) , (2.4b)

where nb>Pb are the bulk concentrations of electrons and holes ob-
tained from eq. 2.2 for z -»• »

% = ^ exp(ub) (2.5a)

pb = n. exp(-ub) . (2.5b)

The carrier densities at the surface n and p can be given by

ns = n. exp(us) = nb exp{v$) (2.6a)

Ps = n. exp(-us) = pb exp(-vs) , (2.6b)

where u and ve are the values of u and v at the surface, u is usuallys s s
called the surface potential although it is dimensionless.

The various types of space charge layers are classified according to
the relative values of the carrier concentration at the surface. If
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the bulk majority carriers are still in the majority at the surface,
the layer is either called an accumulation or a depletion layar, ac-
cording to whether the concentration of this carrier is increased or
decreased with respect to its bulk concentration. If the bulk minori-
ty carriers are in the majority at the surface, the layev- is called
an inversion layer. In the case of an equal concentration for both
carriers at the surface and in the bulk the energy bands are not
curved, and the flat band situation is achieved. The various possi-
bilities are summarized in the following table.

Table IL1 Classification of the various types of space charge layers.

Bulk type

Accumulation layer
Flat band
Depletion layer
Inversion layer

Vnb
Vnb
Ps> ns> nb
Ps>ns

p s
> pb

In the following analysis, which was first carried out by Kingston
and Neustadter [13], n and p, the electron and hole distribution
in the space charge layer will be related to u. and vg, the bulk
potential and the band bending at the surface.
The relation between the electrostatic potential V and the net charge
density p in the space charge region is given by the Poisson equation

(2.7)
dz'

where e is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor. The space
charge density p is given by
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P(z) = e[p(z)-n(z)-NA+ND] (2.8)

where N» and ND are the concentrations of ionized acceptors and donors,

which are taken to be independent of z. It should be noted that this

assumption obviously is not met, when impurities are implanted inhomo-

geneously in the space charge region (see chapter IV).

Charge neutrality in the bulk yields

NA " ND = Pb " nb (2.9)

Then equation 2.7 can be rewritten as

e —^ V = e[n(z)-p(z)+pb-nb]
dz

(2.10)

By using the dimensioniess potential v and eqs. 2.4, 2.5 one obtains

?

<rv

dz^

ekT
{sinh (u.+v) - sinh u (2.11)

By defining the Debye length as

LB =

ekT
(2.12)

eq. 2.11 changes to

d2. (cosh {sinh (ub+v) - sinh (2.13)
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Note that the definition of the Debye length is different by a con-
stant factor from the definition used by other authors [9,10,11],
Eq. 2.13 is readily integrated once using the boundary condition
dv/dz -> 0 for z ->• »

4 (2.14)
LB

where

+ /2
F(v,u. ) = r {cosh (u. +v) - cosh (u.) -

b (cosh u b )
5 b b

v sinh (ub)} * . (2.15)

Here the (+) sign corresponds to the case with a positive value of v
and the (-) sign to the opposite case. The positive direction of z
is taken here into the solid.

The amount of electrons and holes in the space charge region is dif-
ferent from their amount in the flat band situation. This difference
is expressed by the surface excesses AN and AP

AN = (n-nb)dz

o

AP = j (p-pb)dz . (2.16)
o

This definition assumes a homogeneous bulk region in terms of ionized

impurities, optical excitation etc.
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With the aid of eqs. 2.4 and 2.14, eq. 2.16 can be written as

AN = n. {exp (u^+v) - exp (ub)}dz

o

exp(v)-l

F(v.ub)
(2.17a)

and

AP = nbLg exp (-2ub)-
exp(-v)-l

F(v.ub)
(2.17b)

The integral can be numericaly evaluated (see e.g. Kingston et al.

[13], Many et al. [9], Frankle [10]) and also the surface excesses AN

and AP can be calculated as a function of v and u., the band bending

and bulk potential respectively.

The conduction caused by the excess carriers is called by definition

surface conduction. The surface conductivity is defined similar to the

bulk conductivity as

(2.18)

where uns and u are the effective mobilities for electrons and holes

in the space charge region. It should be noted that the dimension of

the surface conductivity is Volt x Ampere" , since the excess carrier

concentrations are expressed per unit surface area. Therefore a is
-1 -1

often expressed in yMho/square or a D .

In general the yalues of the effective surface mobilities will be lower

than the corresponding bulk values due to additional scattering centres

near the surface such as roughness, ionized impurities etc. Complicated
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theories have been developed to analyze these effects [14]. In a more

simple picture, carriers may be either "specularly reflected" from the

surface, that is, the initial momentum parallel to the surface is re-

tained, or the momentum component may change upon reflection at the sur-

face. Thus the average behaviour of all carriers may vary between com-

pletely specular reflection and completely "diffuse scattering" in

which the parallel momentum becomes randomized.

In the case of small band bending, the effects of surface scattering

on the surface conductivity is shown to be minor [15], At present the

carrier mobilities at the surface will be taken uqual to their respec-

tive bulk values (see for a discussion chapter IV.2.1).

Eq. 2.18 then takes the form

ypAP) (2.19)

In fig. 2.2 calculated values of o from eqs. 2.19 and 2.17 are plotted

as a function of v for the samples used here (5200 fim n-type).

-10 -

300 °K
Hn = 150Ocm2/Vs
Hp= 400cm2/Vs

n-type Si

P-type Si

Fig. 2.2 Calculated values of the surface conductivity ag versus v

the bandbending* calculated for 5200 Slam n-type and 1000

Qem p-type silicon.
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For comparison the calculated curve corresponding to the work of

Lamatsch [16] is also included (1000 nan p-type).
The overall conductance of a thin rectangular sample is given by

G = G, + Gc + Gr , (2.20)
D Sj SJJ

where G and G are the conductances contributed by the two main
surface layers and G5 is the conductance of the sample at flat bands.
If w is the sample width and 1 the sample length, the above equation
changes to

G G + ° ^ (

If the contribution G. remains constant during experiments, then over-
all conduction changes can be related to changes in a. if only one
surface layer is involved or if the contribution of both surfaces is
taken to be equal (see chapter IV).

The minimum value of a is a very useful reference point in experiments,
as it allows to obtain the absolute value of <J from overall conductance
data. With the aid of calculated curves like fig. 2.2., the value of
u can also be obtained, provided the type of surface layer is known
(see table u.i ).

II.2 Ion_col1isign_models_and_nomenclature.

II.2.1 Introduction.

The study of the interaction of energetic ions and a solid surface has
been a field of interest for over a century. However, it was not until
the advent of ultra-high vacuum technology and the availability of
beams of charged particles, that many phenomena could be examined under
more controlled circumstances.

If a beam of ions strikes a surface, several processes take place: back-
scattering of the primary ions as ions, metastables or neutrals,or
trapping of the ions in the solid. Also momentum will be transferred to
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target atoms, resulting in displacements, either within the solid
(radiation damage) or to the vacuum (sputtering).
Additionally there is a release of secondary electrons and photons
due to the ion bombardment.
Reviews on the field can be found in refs. [17-20]. In this thesis
only the basic phenomena will be outlined and at present only bombard-
ment by noble-gas ions will be considered.

II.2.2 Jhe_interaction_of_ions_with_a_sglid.

When an energetic noble-gas ion approaches a solid surface, it can be
regarded as a very deep potential well for electrons in the solid
(-24.4 eV for He+, -15.5 eV for A + ) . The tunneling of an electron to
this potential well may lead to neutralization of the ion either to
the ground state or to some excited state.

When the excess energy is used for the ejection of a secondary electron,
this process is known as Auger neutralization [21,22]. Often the neutra-
lization of incident ions is much more complicated [23] than in this
simple model which was derived for the emission of secondary electrons
[21,22]. Especially at somewhat higher energies the effective charged
state of the incident particle approaching and penetrating the solid
is not described by a simple model.

Traditionally the energy transfer of the incident particle to the solid
is devided in two parts [24], nuclear and electronic energy losses.
The first process is the result of collisions between the incident
particle and the screened nuclei of the lattice atoms.
It can be shown that the time of significant momentum transfer is short
with respect to the characteristic time of lattice vibrations. The
process of nuclear energy loss is therefore treated as a sequence of
isolated elastic two body collisions with conservation of energy and
momentum. The energy Ef of a particle after a single nuclear collision
can be calculated from the equations for conservation of energy and
momentum as a function of the scattering angle e. For the laboratory
co-ordinate system [17] one obtains
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E f = k
2E , (2.24)

cose + {(VL/Vi)2 - sin2e}^
where k = —

provided Mg/Mj > jsine| .

E is the incident energy, ^ and M, the mass of the target atom and in-
cident projectile respectively.
The process of electronic energy loss is due the interaction of the
incident particle and lattice atoms, resulting in excitation or ioni-
zation. The energy loss in this process depends therefore on the charged
state of the incident particle.
A numerical approximation of the electronic energy loss has been de-
rived by Lindhard and Scharff C24] for isotropic solids. They assume
the electronic energy loss proportional to the particle velocity as it
travels through the electron cloud of the target atoms. It is expressed
in the scaling parameters for energy (e) and range (p), where

a M.
= E ~~-

(M1+M2)

4ira2 M,
p = RNM K , (2.25)

L (iyMr

and a = 0.885 aQ ( Z ^ / 3 + Z
E is the ion energy, R the range, N the number of atoms per unit volume,
1, and Zp the nuclear number of the target atom and ion respectively

and a the radius of the f i r s t Bohr orbit .
The Lindhard and Scharff formulation for the electronic loss is
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de (2.26)

where C is a constant for each atom-ion combination, depending on Z,,

Z2, Mj and Mg.

The actual scattering angle e depends on the impact parameter b and

the interatomic forces as illustrated in fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 The scattering of a projectile atom by a target atom in

the laboratory system 1171 . b denotes the impact parameter,
9 the scattering angle.

The impact parameter is defined as the distance of closest approach

in the absence of a repulsive potential.

Several potential models have been proposed,'each suitable for a speci-
fic range of primary energies and atom-ion combinations G17.19] .
Based on classical mechanics, the relation between b and 9 can be cal-
culated for a given potential V(r) [25]. It can be shown that the
effective charged state of the primary particle does not influence the
scattering very much. Thus for a chosen potential the entire trajecto-
ry can be calculated.
For the ion-target combination used here (2000 eV A+ and He on silicon)
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the dominant energy loss is due to nuclear collisions (.~ 1% per colli-
sion is due to electronic losses).
In the present work we are interested in the particles that penetrate
the solid, in particular their range and rate of energy loss.
In calculations of ion ranges one can distinguish two approaches.

a) In the early attempt of Lindhard, Scharff and Schi0tt [26]
the solid was regarded as a highly compressed gas and a mean
free path was assumed between collisions.
This approach is known as the LSS theory. The potential model
used here is the Thomas-Fermi potential. This is a Coulomb
potential multiplied by a Thomas-Fermi screening function.

b) More recently Robinson et al. [27] used an ordered array of
atoms in their computer program "MARLOWE". The incident particle
is followed during the collision sequence and the results of
primary particles incident at random position are averaged to
obtain a range distribution. Also lattice atoms that received
sufficient momentum to initiate collision sequences are
followed.
The potential model here is the MoliSre potential [27] . Also
the electronic energy loss is treated different as compared to
LSS theory. In "MARLOWE" the electronic energy loss is taken
to be dependent on the collision parameter b. This way the
electronic energy loss is taken to depend on the penetration
of the primary particle in the electron cloud of the target
atom.

The main difference between the two approaches is the absence of the
ordered lattice in LSS. This way so-called "channeled" particles, that
is, particles travelling relatively unperturbed along rows or planes
of the lattice, do not occur in the LSS approximation.
A range distribution calculated with "MARLOWE" for typical bombardment
conditions is shown in fig. 2.4. The results represent the average of
65 incident particles. It can be seen that a Gaussian-type profile is
obtained centered at an approximate depth of 4.5 nm. The tailing of
the distribution towards higher depth is attributed to channeled pri-
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mary particles.
For comparison the range distribution, calculated with LSS, is also shown
in the same figure. These data have been obtained from the tabulations
of Mayer et al. [28] and the range straggling ratio calculated by
Schi0tt [29]. The mean value of the projected range is calculated to
be 4.1 nm, thus a reasonable agreement is obtained between LSS and
"MARLOWE" with respect to the primaries that do not channel.
In order to compare these results with the experiment, one must bear
in mind that "MARLOWE" only yields the range distribution of an ion in
an unperturbed lattice i.e. the first ion. In reality one always deals
with many ions and the perturbation of the lattice by previously im-
planted ions might influence the r~nge of subsequent primary particles.
In fact a dose dependent range has been observed in some experiments
[36]. The range is here observed to decrease with increasing dose.
During the slowing down of the primary particle, energy is transferred
to the lattice atoms as discussed above. As the displacement energy
for a silicon atom is about 13 eV [37], a 2000 eV incident primary
particle will generate, depending on the ratio Mg/Mp many vacancies
and interstitials, that in turn may interact to form more stable defects.
When the energy loss per unit length is high,"spike" phenomena occur.
In a simple picture the lattice may be regarded to become heated local-
ly for a very short time. During this short time the effective dis-
placement energy is lowered to a value more close to the melting energy
(about 0.8 eV for silicon). In the case of spike occurrence thus many
more atoms will be displaced from their respective lattice site. The
results of Ahmed et al. [30], who determined by Rutherford backscattering
the amount of displaced atoms from the degradation of the lattice
channeling directions, indicate the.occurrence of spike phenomena in
the case of 3000 eV argon ion bombardment on silicon.
The distribution of damage is, of course, strongly related to the par-
ticle range distribution. By assuming an isotropic solid, Winterbon,
Sigmund and Sanders [31] calculated the damage profile. Damage in their
calculations is taken as proportional to the rate of energy dissipation
per unit length. Their results indicate a Gaussian damage distribution
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peaked at a distance from the surface slightly below the incident
particle projected range. The width of the damage distribution is
found to be a function of Mg/M,. Heavier particles create a wider
damage profile.

Because these results have been obtained for isotropic solids, devi-
ations may occur due to the damage created by channeled particles.
The damage profile, calculated with "MARLOWE" for a 2000 eV A+ ion
incident perpendicular to the silicon (211) surface is given in fig.
2.4.

MARLOWE calculations
2OOOeV A*—*-Si(211)
* =0°
65 incident particles
4 Vacancy distribution
• Argon distribution

LSS calculated
argon distribution

Fig. 2.4 Range distribution of 2000 eV A ions incident at normal
incidence on a Si(211) plane. Also indicated are the va-
oanoy distribution and the LSS calculated primary particle
distribution.
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The damage is expressed in the number of vacancies created.
It should be noted that "MARLOWE" calculates only the number of vacan-
cies created, that is, once the energy transferred to a lattice atom
exceeds a certain threshold a vacancy is created. The creation of
vacancy clusters is not taken into account. Recently Aspnes [33]
measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry the damage layer thickness
for low-energy ion bombarded Ge surfaces. The resulting thickness
exceeded the LSS projected range of the incident particles by a factor
of 3 both for Ne+ and A+.

The energy transferred to the lattice atoms may cause sputtering, if
the momentum of the atom is directed to the surface and the energy
is sufficient to escape to the vacuum. This way material can be re-
moved from the solid. The magnitude of the effect is in general given
by the sputter coefficient S, defined as the number of target atoms
removed per incident ion. S will depend [32,17-19] on the ratio
Mg/Mj, the primary energy, the angle of incidence, the type and topo-
graphy of the surface, the temperature of the sample and even a depen-
dence on ion dose is reported [34,35].

A theoretical approach on sputtering has been given by Sigmund [32]
for an isotropic solid, and a reasonable agreement with experiments
is obtained. In the case of argon ion bombardment on silicon this is
illustrated in ref. [35]. A typical steady state value for 2000 eV
A+ bombardment on silicon is S ~ 1 at normal incidence [35].
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III. Experiments.

III.I

To study the interaction of noble-gas ion bombardment on clean silicon
surfaces, several physical properties are measured. The change in sur-
face conductivity is deduced from the sample resistance changes. Field-
effect measurements provide information on the sign (n- or p-type) of
the surface conductivity and the density of surface states, while el-
lipsometry is used to study the overall damage created by the ion bom-
bardment.

III.2 Measurements.

III.2.1 Resistance jme^surements.

From the measured sample resistance the sample conductance is calcu-
lated. Under certain assumptions to be discussed in chapter IV, changes
in conductance may be regarded as changes in surface conductance (see
chapter II.1). With the aid of curves like fig. 2.2 a correlation can
be made between the surface conductivity and the surface potential as
discussed in chapter II. It is clearthatany statement on the value of
the surface potential requires the achievement of the experimental con-
dition, where the surface conductivity is minimum. This way the experi-
mental data can be scaled with the calculated curve.
The sample resistance is measured by using four titanium contacts de-
posited on the sample surface (details of the sample preparation are
given in section III.4). An a.c. constant current source is connected
to the sample at the contacts located at the outside of the sample,
while the resulting potential is measured at the inner pair of contacts.
This way non-linear behaviour inherent to any metal-silicon contact is
eliminated. At the same time the use of an a.c. current averages out
any thermo- or photovoltage resulting from a non-uniform sample tempe-
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rature or illumination. The a.c. potential at the inner contacts is
detected by means of a lock-in amplifier (PAR 186). Using the calibra-
ted zero offset of the apparatus, relative resistance changes of
1 : 10 can be detected.

For absolute values the sample is replaced by an accurately known re-
sistor. This results in an absolute accuracy of + 0.05%. A schematic
of the set-up is given in fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Schematic of the measurement set-up.

III.2.2 Field-effect measurements.

In this technique [1,2], the sample surface is capacitively coupled
to a metal electrode to which a voltage is applied. From the chanqes
in -conductance, caused by the thus induced charges in the sample, the
excess majority carriers in the space-charge region can be identified
(see chapter II. 1) i.e. an increase in conductance upon applying a
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negative voltage (that is: inducing positive charge in the crystal) in-
dicates a p-type surface conductance and vice versa.
The field effect provides also some information on the density of sur-
face states located at the Fermi level. These surface states act as
trapping centers for induced charges, both positive and negative. It
is useful to define the field-effect mobility \i~- as

(3.1)

where a represents the surface conductivity and Q I N D the total induced
charge per unit area. A distinction can be made between two cases,the ab-
sence or presence of surface states. In the former case all charge is
induced in the space-charge region (AQ )

Q I N D = AQsc , (3.2)

whereas in the latter case the induced charge is distributed over the
surface states (AQ ) and the space-charge region

- AQsc + AQss • <3-3>

Now eq. 3.1 can be written as [3]

d o / d u

lire = ^ § , (3.4)
h E (dAOsc /dus)+(dAQss /dus)

where u is the surface potential as defined in chapter I I.I. For clean
silicon surfaces a large density of surface states is to be expected
[4,5], which means | dAQ../du | « [ dAQce./du |, resulting in
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ed(AQS£./e)/dus

where e is the elementary charge.

Thus by determining the value of u experimentally, the value of do /

dug can be obtained from calculated curves like fig. II.2. Together

with the experimental value of ivr, one obtains d(AQss/e)/dus. That

is, the density of surface states per unit area per unit energy lo-

cated at the Fermi level. Values of ycc to be expected are [4,5] 0.1-
20.01 cm /Vs for the clean silicon surface, leading to a density of

states as high as 1015 cm"2(eV)"1.

The resulting changes in conductance in these measurements are very

small. In the case of a clean silicon surface typically in the order

of l:104 - 1:106.

In view of the detection problem, an a.c. voltage is applied to the

field-effect electrode instead of a d.c. voltage. This facilitates

the detection of changes in conductance. A lock-in amplifier (PAR 186)

is used to detect the changes in resistance by sending a known d.c.

current through the crystal (see fig. 3.1). These changes in resis-

tance are converted to conductance changes in

1 dVFF

dG = -ydR = -J± , (3.6)
IT IT I

where R is the sample resistance under the field electrode. The value

of R is obtained from the total resistance between the inner contacts

by multiplication by a known geometrical factor, I is the d.c. sample

current and VpE the detected voltage.

The field-effect mobility i w from eq. 3.1 is than written as

dVpE I 2

y-p. = « , (3.7)
^ R Î C dV
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where 1 is the sample length under the f ie ld electrode, C is the
capacitance per unit area between the sample and the field-effect
electrode and dV is the voltage applied to the f ie ld electrode
(typical values are 1 = 1.0 cm, I = 10"5A, C = 10"nF/cm2 and dV =
1000 V p.p.)- A further advantage of using an a.c. voltage is the
possibility to examine transient phenomena as encountered upon gas
adsorption.
The disadvantage of using an a.c. instead of d.c. voltage, is the
signal caused by the current due to the induced charge. As this cur-
rent may divide unevenly in the sample, already a potential is ob-
served in the absence of any d.c. current through the crystal. In
the case of a low value for u.-E this potential may be much larger
than the actual f ield-effect potential.

Several bridge circuits have been described [2] to compensate this
effect. With the arrangement i l lustrated in f i g . 3.1 a typical un-
balance of ~ 10 yV is obtained. This corresponds to an equivalent of

2
some 0.005 cm /V s in terms of J W .
Comparison of Ucc values before and after ion bombardment requires the
removal and repositioning of the field-effect electrode. As judged
from the measured capacitance between the sample and the field-effect
electrode a reproducibility of better than a few percent is obtained.

I I I .2.3.1 Elligsgnjetry.

Ellipsometry is an optical method for the characterization of sur-
faces. The technique is based on the change in the state of polari-
zation that occurs when a beam of l ight is reflected from a surface.
The change yields two parameters called A and $, which describe the
relative phase and amplitude changes of the components of the l ight
wave parallel with and perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
These two parameters give information on the optical properties of
the reflecting system and the thickness of the layer which might be present
on the substrate. For the definition of A and $ and their relation
to surface layers a short discussion of l ight reflection wi l l be given.
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A more detailed description is found in some reviews listed under
reference [9] and in the proceedings of two ellipsometry conferences
[10,11].

The state of polarization of polarized l ight is characterized fay the
phase and amplitude relations of the two components into which the
total electr ical-f ield vector E of the l ight wave can be decomposed.
These components are chosen parallel with (the p-component) and per-
pendicular to (the s-component) the plane of incidence

Ep = Ap exp j (ajt + 6p)

exp j («t + 5S)

(3.8)

In general a change will occur upon reflection both in the phases 5

and in the amplitudes A of the two components. These changes are des-

cribed by the two parameters A and i|>

A = (Sp " « s )
r " («p " V

1 (3-9)

tan * = ( / ) r / (jE)1 , (3.10)

where the superscr ip ts r and i correspond to the re f l ec ted and i n c i -

dent beams, respec t i ve l y , A and ty are measured w i th the el l ipsf&meter.

I t can be e a s i l y seen t ha t the connection between these parameters

and the (ampli tude) r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s R and R i s given by

Rn E n
r En En E

£ = - L . / s = t a n ^ exp j/
Rs Ep Es
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R and R$ are a function of the optical parameters of the ref lect ing

system, the wavelength of the l i gh t (A) and the angle of incidence

(•0) (see f i g . 3.2).

n1fk

a
n

Fig. 3.2 Schematic representation of the reflection of polarized light3
a) clean surface^ b) surface covered with a layer.

If one uses the representation n = n-jk for the complex index of re-

fraction and the Snellius relation

nosl'n*o = "l S1' (3.12)

to define the complex angle of refraction at a single optical boundary,
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R and R take the form of the Fresnel coefficients r and r

n.cos^ - n cos<|>,
R = r = - ^ 5 ° 1 and

D D ~ ~

R = r =

n..cos<j> + n »-ua<|Ji

(3.13)

n cos* - T

n cos<|> +

In this case of a substrate without a surface layer, the measured A

and i\> values can be interpreted in terms of the optical constants of the

reflecting material, the index of refraction n» and the extinction

coefficient k,.

For a substrate covered with a layer ( f i g . 3.2.b) R and R take the

form

r l D + r 2 D ( i )R = _JJL_£P L_ and

Rs =

p
(3.14)

exp(-JXl)

1 + r l s r 2s e x p ( " : j x l )

Here r, and r~ are the Fresnel coefficients at interface 0-1 and 1-2

respectively and x, gives the phase difference due to one internal

reflection within the layer (with thickness d,)

xl = T~ "ldl cos*l * (3.15)

In the case of this system it can be shown that

tan if) expjA = f (n_,A,<f>.,n, ,k. ,d, ,n?,k9) . (3.16)
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The parameters nQ, A and A are usually known and in many cases also
the substrate optical constants n2 and k« are either known or can be
measured ellipsometrically before the layer is formed.
The changes in A and \p upon formation of the layer are then given by:

6A = A(layer) - A(clean)
(3.17)

Sty = flayer) - i/j(clean)

and

<5A,6ij> = f {(known parameters) ,n,,k^,d^} . (3.18)

The problem presented in equation (3.18), that is,two measured para-
meters and three unknowns can be solved by variation of the experimen-
tal parameters such as <j> [12] or n . However, on variation of n the
system under consideration must be stable enough to survive the change
from e.g. air or vacuum to water or any other liquid.
If i t is possible to vary the layer thickness without variation in
the layer optical constants, also the three parameters of the layer can
be found. Generally however, a suitable choice is made for the value
of one of the parameters, based on other experiments.

III.2.3.2 Ihe_ellip_someter.

The schematical set-up of our ellipsometer is given in fig. 3.3.
The plane-polarized laser light (A = 632.8 nm, 5 mW He Ne laser,
Hughes 3225 H-PC) is first converted into circularly polarized light
by a A/4 plate. Then this is linearly polarized by a rotatable pola-
rizer (Ka'semann Polarex Ks-MIK). Finally the incident beam is ell ip-
t i c a l ^ polarized by a second A/4 plate (the compensator) with its
axis at an angle of + 45° to the plane of incidence. By rotating the
polarizer with respect to the x/4 plate, polarized light is obtained
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laser

polarizer
compensator

\x^ detector

analyzer

silicon

Fig. 3.3 Schematic set-*up of the experimental ellipsometex1.

with varying ell iptici ty.
After reflection from the surface the ellipticity is changed
and the state of polarization is analysed by a second polarizer (cal-
led analyser) and a detector (silicon photocell, Siemens BPY 63). The
angle of incidence is ~ 69°. The setting of both polarizers can be
read to + 0.005°.
Generally the polariser setting is chosen in such a way that the in-
cident elliptically polarized light is converted into linearly pola-
rized light upon reflection. This can be extinguished by the analyser.
It can be shown that at four essentially different settings of the
polarizer and analyser this condition is achieved. These four settings
are called zones [13]. Averaging the measurements for the four zones
eliminates most of the experimental errors [14]. The relations between
the zones are given in table 11I.I.
For an ideal compensator (exactly 90° phase difference) at 45° with
the plane of incidence, the following relations hold for A and ij>

A = 90 +2p and \ji = a = (3.18)

In the case of a non-ideal compensator with retardation <5,eq. (3.18)
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Table III. 2 Relations of P and A readings and p, a and a L13],
p s

zone

1
3
2
4

compensator

setting

-45°
-45°
+45°
+45°

P

P
p+90°

90°-p

180°-p

A

a

j. v a

as
180°-ap

changes into

tan A = - sin6cot 2p and tan ^ = tana tan a .

The value of <5 can be obtained from the measured quantities p, a

and as,

(3.19)

COS 6 =
tan a - tan a

cos 2p(tanag+tan a )
(3.20)

In our instrument both the polarizer and the analyser are connected
to stepping motors [15]. A reading for P and A is obtained by averaging
the readings for equal intensity on both sides of the minimum and
takes about 15 seconds. In this way transient phenomena as encountered
upon ion bombardment can be easily followed.

The depth of information of the ellipsometer can be obtained from the
coefficient of absorption a. Wolf [16] compiled many data on silicon
and gives a value of ~ 3xlO3 cm"1 at 632.8 nm and 300 K. At 90 K a

3 -1value of ~ 1.5x10 cm is given. Therefore the major information is
obtained from a layer of ~ 1.5 pm at 300 K. At 90 K the layer thick-
ness increases to ~ 3 ym. These values hold for crystalline silicon.
Should ion bombardment increase the value of a then a much smaller
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depth of information is obtained (see chapter V.3).

Al l measurements are performed in zone 1. Usually a series of four

zone measurements is performed before and after the ion bombardment

experiment to calibrate changes in A and ip obtained in zone 1. This

yields the cal ibrat ion of the relat ive changes in A and $, 6A and

6ty.

Absolute values of A and i|> are obtained after a correction for the
optical window birefringence. This correction is determined after-
wards by a series of four zone measurements with clean and contamina-
ted surfaces in vacuum and at 1 atm and with contaminated surfaces
with and without optical windows.

I I I .2.4 Dosimetry.

The ion dose is obtained from the integrated sample current. No su-
pression for secondary electrons is used in view of the other experi-
mental techniques that require easy sample access (ellipsometry and
field effect). However a correction was applied according to the
extrapolated data of Hagstrum [17] for the silicon (100) surface.
An angular dependence of the coefficient for secondary electron emis-
sion Y» expressed es the number of electrons per incident ion, is
assumed according to

Ye = Y 0 (cose)"
1 , (3.21)

where Y 0 is the value for y at normal incidence [18]. The same values
are used irrespective of the sample temperature (90 K - 300 K) as the
dependence of y on the sample temperature is presumably negligible
in the energy range used here (up to 2000 eV) [19].

III.3 Exgerimental.

III.3.1 Introduction.

Contamination of surfaces is a serious problem in the study of single
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crystal surfaces. One of the main causes of contamination is adsorption
from the gas phase. From the kinetic theory of gases it is known that
the number of molecules (n) arriving upon a unit of surface area per
unit time is given by

n = E , (3.22)
• 2ir m kT

where p, m, k and T represent the pressure of the gas, the mass of the

impinging molecules, the Boltzmann constant and the absolute tempera-

ture. I f a l l the impinging molecules would adsorb on the surface, i t
-4

can be stated as a rule of thumb that at a pressure of 1x10 Pa

(~ 1x10" Torr) the surface would be covered with a monolayer of ad-

sorbed molecules in about one second. Fortunately the st icking coef f i -

cient of most gases is below one and in practice therefore a pressure
-7 -9

between 10 and 10 Pa is suf f ic ient to avoid contamination during

experiments.

The experiments described in th is thesis were performed in two vacuum

systems to achieve this s i tuat ion. These systems are described below.

111.3.2 Ul tra^hi gh_ vacuum_sy_s tem_ 1.

The ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system 1 consists of a commercially ava i l -

able pumping unit (Riber UNI-7) with a 400 1/s ion-getter pump. This

pump is equipped with " p i l l cathode" diode type noble gas elements

[6,7] (Riber TTZ). A titanium sublimator and a specially designed

chamber are integrated with th is un i t .

A turbomolecular pump (PfeifferTSU 200 190 1/s) is available for rough

pumping to prevent a glow discharge when star t ing the ion pump* and

for pumping during gas exposure and ion-bombardment. Oxygen (99.995%

*The ion bombardment of the sample during the glow discharge is found

to increase the surface-state density markedly.
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pure) and argon (99.999% pure) can be separately introduced from dis-

posable t ins f i l l e d to a pressure of 10 atm (L 'Ai r Liquide) through

stainless-steel needle valves (L 'Ai r Liquide VIP 02/20 RYA 26) into

two bakeable expansion volumes. The expansion volumes are connected

through leak valves either to the main vacuum chamber or to the ioni-

zatfon chamber of the ion gun and can by evacuated by means of the

turbomolecular pump.

The base pressure of the system after bake out at 200°C is below
-9 -11

4x10 Pa (~ 3x10 Torr) , being the X-ray l i m i t of the nude Bayard-

Alpert gauge (Granville Philips 274-022).

The residual gas composition can be determined with a Riber QMM 16

quadripole mass-spectrometer.

[arbitr. units]

p ~ A x 1O"9 Pa

1 2 4

Fig. 3.4 Typical residual gas spectrum of UHV system 1 after bake-
outsat a pressure of 4x10 Pa. The main components are
H03 CO3 EJ) and CO~. The peak labelled "S" is due to ions
created in the mass spectrometer itself (ref. L8l). The
peak labelled Q shows a tendency to decrease and is there-
fore due to the outgassing of the mass spectrometer.
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A typical mass spectrum is given in f i g . 3.4. The main constituents

are Hg, CO, HgO and COg. When bombarding the sample, the system is

pumped by the turbomolecular pump. With an estimated pumping speed

of ~ 10 I s " a background pressure < 5x10" Pa is obtained. Over

90% consists of noble gas and methane, backstreaming from the ion

pump. A photograph of the experimental set-up is given in f i g . 3.5.

The sample is mounted on a home-made sample holder which allows a

small translat ion in three directions and a rotation of +_ 45° (a-

round the vert ical ax is) . The sample can be heated to ~ 300°C by

means of two tungsten filaments located in the two sample supports
3

at either end of the sample (30x10x0.3 mm ). A photograph of the
sample holder is given in f i g . 3.6.

Higher temperatures, up to 1200°C, are achieved by passing a d.c.

current through the sample. The temperature is measured below 250°C

by a chromel-alumel thermocouple clamped, e lec t r i ca l l y insulated, on

one of the sample supports. Temperatures over 250°C are measured with

and IRCON T5C optical pyrometer set at an emittance value of 0.63*

which includes a correction for the ref lect ion loss by the vacuum

window. The sample temperature could be regulated to +_ 0.1°C in the

temperature range 20 —100°C by means of a suitable contro l ler .

For f i e ld -e f fec t measurements a f l a t T-shaped stainless-steel elec-

trode assembly can be rotated around a horizontal axis and placed

* In general the emittance value e of s i l icon is temperature depen-

dent as can be seen from data on the absorption coeff ic ient [16] .

Together with the transparancy of thin s i l icon samples in the wave-

length region used (around 2 urn), this results in an under-estima-

t ion of the actual sample temperature when using an emittance value

of 0.63 below ~ 400°C. The increase of absorption at higher tempe-

ratures [46,52] w i l l reduce the under-estimation of temperature.

Nevertheless, a value of 0.63 is used throughout the experiments.



Fig. 3.5 Photograph of the experimental set-up and the orientation of
the different aomponents. The arrow indicates the direction
of the incident ion beam. (A) sample holder3 (B) field-effect
electrode, (C) rotation axis with shielding tube.



Fig. S.6 Photograph of the sample holder. (A) sample, (B) AIJ)^

sample support, (C) one of the -inner contact connections,

(D) titanium contact, (E) baseplate , (F) molybdenum

sample clamp, (G) stainless-steel sample support, (H)

heater filament, (I) adjustment screw for the field-effect

electrode distance, (J) rotational axis and coupling to

rotary feedthrough.The clamps (F) are also the sample current
leads



Fig. 3.7 Photograph of the field-effect assenbly in front of the

sample. The rotational axes are indicated. (A) co-axial

high voltage cable, (B) thermocouple .

Fig. 3.8 Photograph of the field-effect electrode. (A) modulation

electrode, (B) screened envelope, (C) co-axial high vol-
y tage cable.
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in front of the sample (see f i g . 3.5). The position of this assembly
with respect to the sample surface is determined by three screws lo-
cated at positions around the sample. The T-shaped assembly rests on
these three screws, which are ajusted in air as to define a plane
parallel to the crystal front surface. The distance is typically 0.1
mm. The parallel ity of the electrode and the sample surface can be

checked by observing the resulting air gap by means of a stereo micros-
cope. A second, identical, f ield effect electrode is used for this
purpose. Sufficient freedom of rotation of the field-effect electrode
in three mutually perpendicular directions ensures the proper posi-
tioning in UHV (see f i g . 3.7).

Within the T-shaped electrode a second square ( lx l cm'") electrode is
positioned (see f i g . 3.8). The actual modulation voltage is applied
only to the square electrode. The T-shaped electrode is grounded to
shield the sample from any unwanted electrical f ields. An overall
flatness better than 1 urn is achieved. No attempt was undertaken to
improve th is, in view of the distance to the sample of ~ 100 pm. The
actual distance is determined from the capacitance value (tyDically
10"11 F/cm2).

Both for cleaning the sample surface and for performing ion bombard-
ment studies in a well-defined way, the system is equipped with a
modified NODUS-ion gun [20], The ion gun consists basically of an
ionization region where (noble)gases are ionized by means of electron
bombardment, a Wien-type velocity f i l t e r and a final focussing lens.

The gun is capable of producing an ion beam of up to 3x10 A in the
-4energy range 100 - 2500 eV with an operating pressure of ~ 1x10 Pa

(Hp equivalent) in the ionization region. A small diaphragm (0 2 mm)
separates the ionization region from the main vacuum chamber.

I I I .3 .3 . Ultra-high vacuum_system 2.

The UHV system 2 is of similar design as UHV system 1; an integrated
200 1/s ion-getter pumping unit and titanium sublimator (Riber UNI-5),
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4xlO"9 Pa

also equipped with noble-gas elements (Riber TTZ) and a specially

designed home-made chamber. Furthermore a turbomolecular pumping unit

is available (Pfei f fer TSU 100,110 1/s).

The base pressure of the system after baking is read at

with the cryo-shield cooled to LNo temperatures. The pressure is

measured with a nude ion gauge (Varian UHV 24). The residual gas com-

position can be determined with a quadrupole mass-spectrometer (Riber

QMM 17). The composition at low pressures is similar to that of UHV

system 1 as given in f i g . 3.2. The main constituents are CO,CO,, and
c -7Wy. The base pressure using only the turbomolecular pump is ~ 2x10

Pa and also here the main constituents are noble gases (He, Ar) and

methane, backstreaming from the ion pump.

Gases can be introduced through two gas-handling manifolds,essentially

similar to those of UHV system 1. A horizontal cross-section of UHV

system 2 is given in f i g . 3.9.

Fig. 3.9 Top view cross section of UHV system 2.

AtB) ellipsometer set-up, C) Auger analyser with electron

gun, D) sample, E) oxygen leak valve, F) quadrupole mass

spectrometer, G) ionization gauge3 H) glancing incidence

ion gun.
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The sample is mounted on a manipulator (Vacuum Generators UMD1) which

allows a translation in three directions and a rotation around the

vertical axis. Modifications have been made with respect to the mecha-

nical stability and to allow the sample to be cooled down at LN2 tem-

perature. A schematic of the sample holder is given in fig. 3.10.

XXXXXXl

////////////// ////

X X X X X X X X X

Fig. 3.10 Cross-section of the sample holder in UHV system 2.

A) LN2 reservoir, B) OFHC copper heat conductor, C)

stainless-steel sample support^ D) sample support moun-

ting platej E) sample3 F3G) AlJ)^ spacers. The assembly

C3B,E is clamped, spring loaded, to the copper heat

conductors B3 that serve also as current leads to the

sample. The wiring and thermocouple leads are not shown

for clarity reasons.
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This holder is designed to f i t to a sample exchange system in the

near future. This will allow sample exchange while keeping the main

chamber at UHV pressure.

The sample can be heated to ~ 300°C by passing a current through the

LNp entrance capillary while flushing i t with an inert gas. Higher

temperatures are achieved by resist ive heating of the sample. Tempe-

ratures below ~ 300°C are measured by means of chrome!-alumel ther-

mocouple connected to one of the OFHC copper heat-conductors between

the LNp reservoir and the stainless-steel sample supports. Tempera-

tures over 300°C are measured with an IRCON T5C optical pyrometer.

With a suitable controller, using the entrance capillary as a heater

element , the sample temperature could be stabilized to +_ 0.05 C

during ion-bombardment experiments.

A Henri Cylindrical Mirror toialyser (Vacuum Generators HCMA) is used

for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) to monitor the sample surface

composition. An electron gun (Vacuum Generators LEG 61) then bom-

bards the surface at an angle of ~ 20° with respect to the surface

normal. The gun is capable of producing an electron beam of up to

100 yA at 4000 eV energy.

The sample is cleaned by means of a glancing incident cold-cathode

ion gun (Vacuum Generators AG 2). The angle of incidence of the ion

beam is 75° with respect to the surface normal. The ion gun is

operated at a pressure of ~ 8x10 Pa (Np equivalent) and produces

at an energy of 2000 eV a target current of up to 2x10 A.

In order to keep the noble gas as pure as possible, f i r s t a small

appendage ion-getter pump (Riber P . I . I , 11/s) has been used between

the leak valve and the ion gun ionization chamber. The purity of the

argon was always better than 99.9% with the main impurity being

methane at ~ 0.1%. All other constituents were typically below 0.02%.

During final experiments the appendage ion pump was replaced by a

SAES GP 50 W getter pump [21]. A 25 1/s ion-getter pump (Riber P.I .

25) is used during activation of the getter pump at 750°C. This

resulted in an argon purity of > 99.99% with a similar composition

as before.
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Two optical windows are mounted to allow ellipsometry, AES and ion

bombardment to be performed without changing the sample position.

However, the sensit ivity for AES is somewhat reduced in this sample

position because of the increased distance between the sample and

the analyser.

In some la ter experiments the HCMA has been replaced by the NODUS

ion gun from UHV system 1 to compare the results obtained with and

without the Wien f i l t e r . Also the effect of ion-bombardment at nor-

mal incidence could be studied this way.

I I I .4 Samgle_preparation_and_electrical.contacts.

I I I .4 .1 Cleaning.

3
Samples were cut to the approximate dimensions of 30x10x0.3 mm from

two single crystals with properties l isted in table I I I . 2 .

Table III.2

Resistivity

(ncm)

5200

~ 7000

Sample properties.

Dopant lifetime

(ysec)

P 1400

orientation

(211)

(HI)

obtained from

Philips Research Lab.

Wacker Chemitronic GmbH.

After grinding to the desired thickness, samples are polished mirror-

like with diamond paste. The smallest grain size used is 0.1 ym. Prior

to deposition of the electrical contacts, the samples are cleaned in

a number of peroxide containing solutions [22], The typical treatment

schedule is given below

- remove the mounting wax in organic solvents,

- boil in propanol-2 for 5 minutes,
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- oxidize in a mixture containing 1 part NI-LOH, 4 parts H20 and 1
part H2O2, at 80°C for 10 min,

- rinse in destined H20,
- remove the oxide in a concentrated HF solution,
- rinse in destined HgO,
- oxidize in a mixture containing 4 parts HCL, 1 part H202 and 1

part H20, at 80°C for 10 min,
- rinse in destilled H20,
- remove the oxide in a concentrated HF solution,
- rinse in destined I-LO,
- rinse in propanol-2,
- blow dry.
This treatment is reported [23] to give more reproducible results in
removing heavy metal impurities as compared to conventional HF-HN03

containing solutions.
A typical Auger spectrum of a freshly cleaned surface is given in
f i g . 3.11.

[arbitr. units]

JL

sample 3
5200 ncm n-Si(211)
Iprim. - 45 (iA
Eprim.- 4000 eV
Vmod. - 2 V p p .

_I_ _ i _ _1_
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Fig. S.ll Typical Auger spectrum of a freshly cleaned silicon surface.
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Apart from a clear silicon peak at 92 eV contaminations are identi-
fied [24] as sulfur, chlorine, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen as indi-
cated. The chlorine peak at 182 eV shows a tendency to diminish, pro-
bably under influence of the primary electron beam [27]. A similar
behaviour has been observed for fluorine and explains its absence in
the spectrum.
These measurements are in agreement with those reported by Meek et al. [23]
and Chang [253.
The elapsed time between cleaning and mounting in vacuum for the de-
position of the contacts is usually less than ten minutes.
No AES has been performed on high-resistivity samples until after
contact deposition. In this way a contact failure due to the forma-
tion of a p-n junction under the contacts is prevented (see section
III.4.3.2). The Auger spectrum obtained after contact deposition is
essentially similar to that of fig. 3.11.

III.4.2 E]ectrica]_cgntacts.

The electrical contacts have to fulfil a number of requirements
i) they must be stable with respect to diffusion or surface migra-

tion,
i i ) they should not be a source of impurities and
i i i ) they must be as "ohmic" as possible to facilitate electrical

measurements and must remain so after heat treatments.
The first two requirements can be excellently checked by AES. Exten-
sive measurements show that titanium meets these requirements on
the samples used in our experiments.
To understand the behaviour of an evaporated titanium film on a s i l i -
con surface a review is necessary.

111.4.2.1 Jhe_ti tani um-s i 1 i con_sy_stem.

Titanium is being widely used in silicon semiconductor technology in
multi-layer metallization contacts. This is based on a number of
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desirable properties:
i) good adherence of titanium films to both silicon and the silicon-

dioxide or-nitride insulating layers [38,29],
i i) the absence of a phase transition at temperatures of 400-500°C,

normally used to improve film adherence [28,30] and the quality
of the electrical contacts,

i i i ) the gettering of unavoidable residual oxides and other reaction
products [29],

iv) the ohmic contact reported on highly doped n-and p-type silicon
(0.001 ficm) [28],

v) the low barrier height reported on higher resistivity n-type
silicon [39,31].

Upon heating at elevated temperatures (over ~ 500°C) titanium s i l ic i -
des are formed. Based on Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and Seeman-
Bohlin X-ray diffraction (SBX) [32] several authors report this s i l i -
cide formation [30-34]. These silicides have been indentified as TiSi2

and the formation temperature ranges from 500°C [33], 600°C [32] to
750°C [30]. The reaction begins at the Ti-Si interface [30-34]. How-
ever, Kato and Nakamura [31] show by SBX the presence of more complex
silicide structures than only TiSip. They observed upon heating the
Ti-Si system the formation of an intermittent layer structure and
suggest the following mechanism

Ti(a)/Ti5Si3/TiSi/TiSi2/Si -> Ti5Si3/TiSi/

TiSi2/Si •> TiSi/TiSi2/Si •+ TiSi2/Si

Completion of the TiSip formation was reached after 30 minutes at
700°C for a 950 A titanium film.
The TigSig, TiSi and TiSi'2 structures have also been identified in
bulk samples [35]. However, the lowest eutectic temperature in the
phase diagram is 1540°C for the orthorJiombic TiSi^ structure. Silicide
formation in thin titanium films occurs already at much lower tempe-
ratures. Apparently a solid-solid reaction occurs .rather than a solid-
liquid reaction.
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The growth of TiSip has been found to follow a (time)* relationship
[30,32], characteristic of a diffusion-dominated proces [37]. The acti-
vation energy for diffusion was found to be 2.17 eV [31], a high value
suggesting bulk diffusion instead of grain boundary diffusion.
In general the interface condition will influence the silicide growth.
It has been shown that an oxide layer influenced the silicide forma-
tion for the Cr-Si and the Mo-Si system [30], The effect becomes ap-
parent in the higher temperature necessary for silicide formation. In
the case of Ti-Si the influence of an interfacial oxide is not yet
clear. One ref. [30] reports no difference at all compared to the
"unoxidized" (HF dip) situation whereas others [32] report the forma-
tion of an unspecified "metal-rich" silicide and higher formation
temperatures for titanium films deposited on Si Op.

RBS has been used to determine the relative displacement of implanted
noble gas atoms with respect to the surface upon silicide formation
for a number of metal-silicon systems [33,34]. From the displacement,
conclusions can be drawn on the dominant diffusing species [33,34].
In the case of Ti-Si i t is found [34] that silicon atoms diffuse into
the titanium, similar as in most metal-silicon systems (V-Si, Hf-Si,
Fe-Si and Pd-Si). Exceptions are Mg-Si and Ni-Si where the metal atoms
diffuse faster into the silicon [34].
A general idea of the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient for s i l i -
con into a titanium film can be obtained from the results of Kato and

o °
Nakamura [31]. Heating at 700 C produced a TiSi2 film of ~ 950 A
thickness in 30 minutes. Others [30] state that 30 minutes at 750°C
is sufficient to produce "several microns" of silicide. From the
former data the coefficient for diffusion of silicon into titanium
can be estimated at ~ 10 cm /s at 700°C. The coefficient for dif-
fusion of titanium will be much smaller as silicon is observed to
be the dominant diffusing species [34]. Boldyrev et al. [41] measured
by radiometric analysis a diffusion coefficient for titanium into
silicon of

D = 2xlO"5 exp (-1.50 eV/kT) , (3.23)
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in the temperature range of 1000 - 1250°C. Extrapolation to 700°C
-13 2

yields a value of 3.4x10 cm/s. This discrepancy has not been ac-
counted for yet.
However,direct comparison may not be allowed as the f i r s t data are
obtained from a situation where si l icide formation is not completed,
whereas in the latter case obviously a complete TiSi2 layer has been
formed, as judged from the experimental parameters ( heating for 60-
100 hours at 1000-1250 °C). Also the temperatures used are quite
different.

111.4.2.2 El ectri cal _P.rogerti es_of _the_Ti ;Si _sy.s tern.

Titanium-silicon contacts are reported to be ohmic on heavily doped
n-and p-type sil icon (0.001 ficm) [28]. On less heavily doped material
a Schottky-barrier is formed [51]. The barrier-height is reported
to be about 0.48 eV on 15 ftcm n-type silicon [39]. Others [31,40] re-
port similar values but find an increase to about 0.61 eV after
heating at temperatures over ~ 550°C. This is attributed to TiSig
formation at these temperatures.

Our own observations cannot be interpreted in terms of a barrier-
height as we only measured the current-voltage characteristic of the
overall sil icon sample. Here two metal-silicon junctions and a large
resistance are connected in series. Always a linear relation has
been observed between the sample current and voltage irrespective of
heat treatment. This indicates that the contact resistance is negligible
in al l cases.

1 1 1 . 4 . 3 Pr§ll!!)lD5!CY.J!!e.§§yne.m.e.n.J§<

To investigate if titanium contacts fulfil the requirements mentioned
earlier, preliminary measurements have been performed.

111.4.3.1 Heati 02_§xgeriments-j_cgntact_stabi 1 i ty.

The contacts on al l samples reported here were deposited in the eva-
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poration system described below. The system consists of a standard base-
plate (Riber UNI-2) and a home-made stainless-steel viton-sealed bell
jar, equipped with fused quartz windows (the reason for the use of these
windows is explained in section III.4.3.2). It is evacuated by the same
turbomolecular pumping-unit (Pfeiffer TSU 200, 190 1/s) used in combi-
nation with UHV system 1. The base pressure of the system is ~ 1x10
Pa and all evaporations are performed at pressures below ~ 3x10 Pa,
as indicated by the nude ion gauge (Leybold IE 20).
Titanium (99.9% pure) is evaporated from a resistively heated tantalum
or molybdenum boat. The film thickness is monitored from the optical
transmission of a simultaneously coated fused quartz disk and is esti-
mated to be about 100 nm at zero transmission.
Prior to deposition all samples are cleaned as described in chapter
III.4.1 and mounted between simultaneously cleaned silicon spacers under
a tantalum evaporation mask. Within the evaporation system, this whole
assembly can be rotated over the titanium vapour source.
The sample temperature during deposition (~ one hour) is unknown, but
is estimated to be fairly high. This estimation is based on the obser-
vation, that some silicide formation already occurs during deposition
of the titanium film. In an attempt to dissolve the titanium contacts in
concentrated HF a visible layer was left on the surface where a titanium
film had been deposited, whereas a titanium film deposited on the fused
quartz disk disappeared completely.

A schematic of a high-resistivity sample with Ti contacts is given in
fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.12 Schematic of a high resistivity sample after deposition of

the four titanium contacts. The titanium layer thickness

has been exaggerated for clarity reasons.
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In a first experiment titanium contacts were deposited at either end
of a rectangular 10 ftcm n-type (111) oriented silicon sample. After
evaporation the sample was mounted in UHV system 1 and heated to a temp-
perature of ~ 1200°C for a total time of 5 minutes in 15 second periods.
The experiment was intended to investigate the contact stability upon
several high temperature cleaning cycles [46]. After cooling to room
temperature, a current-voltage characteristic was measured. Always a
linear relationship was observed when the current was varied by three
orders of magnitude.
Next the sample was transferred to UHV system 2 and AES was performed,
to observe the titanium edge on the surface. To achieve this,the sample
was raised in steps of ~ 0.2 mm in front of the Auger analyser and
each time a spectrum was recorded. It should be noted that even on
places where a titanium film of ~ 100 nm had been deposited a clear
92 eV silicon peak was visible. Apparently, heating for 5 minutes at
1200°C seems to be sufficient to allow the silicon to diffuse through
such a layer.
The resulting profile is given in fig. 3.13.

[arbitr. units]
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Fig. 3.13 Auger Ti yedk distribution over the edge of an evaporated
titanium layer of ~ 100 nm thicknesss after heating at
1200°C for ~ 5 min in UHV.
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No absolute value can be given for the migration of titanium over a
silicon surface since the profile has not been measured prior to
heating. However the effects can be considered to be of minor importance
In a subsequent experiment a high-resistivity sample was used with
four titanium contacts. A similar-heat treatment was used to investi-
gate the electrical stability of the contacts upon heating. Because
the high-resistivity sample had four contacts, a comparison could be
made in sample resistance measured with two and four contacts. As
could already be expected from the first experiment, no differences
were observed within -the experimental error between measurements with
four and two contacts. Here also a linear current-to-voltage charac-
teristic was obtained,until at high currents sample heating became
apparent.

111.4.3.2 Heati ng_exp_eriments 2_ef f ects_on_cgnductance.

In the preceding section i t has been shown that the contact proper-
ties remain unaltered upon several heat-treatments. However the room-
temperature conductance of the silicon samples changes strongly upon
heating.
Heating at temperatures over about 800°C produces a sharp increase in
the sample conductance as measured at room-temperature. The effects
of heating of a typical sample are summarized in table .111.3.

Table III.3 Roomrtemperatwre conductance after several heat-treat-
ments of sample 1 (5200 Qcrn, n-type3 (211)).

Heat-treatment Room-temperature conductance ~ )

prior to heating 5x10

10 min.at 900°C 40xl0"6

30 sec.at 1100°C 560xl0"6

30 sec.at 1200°C 220xl0"6
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The results given in table 3 indicate at least two competitive effects

since heating at 1200°C again produces a decrease in conductance.

The first effect is found to be diffusion of boron into the silicon

sample upon heating. The boron is initially present as a low concen-
12 13 -2

tration surface impurity (typically 10 -10 cm ). A highly conduc-
tive p-type surface fi lm is formed in this way.
The sources of the boron contamination are most l ikely the borosil i-
cate-glass parts (e.g. view-ports) of the UHV system. The transfer
mechanism is s t i l l unclear but the influence of water vapour has been
shown [42] to be very important. A volati l ization of BpO, has been
suggested [42] as

B203 + H20 + 2HB02 .

Law [43] has shown that the p-type surface layer can be removed by
argon ion-bombardment and that no recontamination occurs even after
several days. This behaviour is consistent with the hypothesis that
a boron transfer occurs during sample mounting and evacuation when
appreciable amounts of water vapour are present to react with the
borosilicate glass [42],
Identification of boron in the surface layer is achieved by means of
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) [50]. The in.-dept concentration
of boron in a sample heated in UHV system 2 is given in f i g . 3.14.
A decrease in boron concentration over three decades is found within
a depth of 30 nm.

From the area under the curve one may calculate the amount of boron
12 13 -2in i t i a l l y present on the surface. An amount of 10 -10 cm results.

This amount should be detectable by AES. The volume detection l imit
19 -3

of boron in silicon has been reported to be ~ 10 cm [44]. As-

suming an escape depth of 0.5-1 nm [26] for the 179 eV boron Auger
12 -2

electron [24] this is equivalent to ~ 10 cm . On our surfaces the
detection limit of boron is,however,severely reduced by the presence

of chlorine [23] (see fig. 3.11), which yields Auger electrons of

181 eV energy [24].
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sample 2
5200 JJcm n-Si(211)

Fig. 3.14 An indepth •profile of B obtained with SIMS on a silicon
sample, after heating at 900°C for one hour in UHV system 2.

Obviously this boron contamination severely reduces the sensitivity
of measurements of conduction changes.
The effect can be eliminated in two ways :

a) replacing all borosilicate-glass parts by fused-quartz com-
ponents. This clearly removes the primary source but boron
species may have become deposited on the interior walls of
the vacuum system, which may act as a source in turn. There-
fore the effectiveness of the removal of the glass parts must
be checked;

b) cleaning all contaminated sample surfaces by ion bombardment
prior to heating. In practice this means cleaning both front
and back surface of the sample.

A third possibility may be to boil all glass parts in destined water
for 1-2 days. After a similar treatment no p-n junction has been ob-
served on 180 acm n-type silicon after heating [42]. Our own experi-
ments seem to indicate a depletion of the primary boron source al-
ready during the normal use of the vacuum system. In the most recent

9 10 -2experiments only a surface concentration of 10 -10 cm is found,
as deduced from conduction measurements.
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In the present situation the latter producedure cannot be used as the
back surface of the samples cannot be reached by the ion beam in
neither UHV system (see figs. 3.6 and 3.10). Also the former proce-
dure is not generally applicable. Ellipsometry requires the use of
vacuum viewports for the entrance and exit of the light beam that
show little or no birefringence. As crystalline quartz is birefringent
by its nature, the choice was made to perform ellipsometry in UHV
system 2 and to use standard borosilicate-glass viewports on this
system.

In the case of UHV system 1, however, all glass components were re-
placed by either ceramic, fused-quartz or sapphire parts. In this
way the most sensitive conductance measurements are performed in UHV
system 1. In UHV system 2 the sample conductance is expected to be-
come shunted by a p-type film located at the back surface of the sample
Resistance measurements are performed here using two contacts and
a d.c. constant current source in view of the reduced experimental
sensitivity and are only intended to verify the results obtained in

UHV system 1.

For the same reason the evaporation system has been equipped with

fused quartz windows. Contacts deposited on n-type silicon in a

borosilicate-glass evaporation system, yielded a strongly non-lineair

sample current to voltage relationship after heating, due to the p-n

junctions formed immediately under the titanium contacts.

The second effect became apparent after an attempt to create boron-
free surfaces by argon ion bombardment. The backside surface was
cleaned here from boron in a glow discharge in an argon (determined
to be 99.998% pure) atmosphere between the sample and a flat molyb-
denum electrode located behind the sample. The pressure was ~ 600
Pa and the voltage applied ~ 150 V. The main impurities were found to
be Np and H-,0 in accordance to the manufacturer's specifications
(L'Air Liquide Argon N50).
This procedure caused a considerable conductance increase, to be
discussed in chapter IV, which gradually diminished upon heating the
sample after removing the argon from the vacuum system. A steady
value was obtained after heating at ~ 800° for about 30 minutes.
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From the continuous decrease in conductance upon heating the absence
of a boron contamination on the surface was concluded.
Raising the temperature over 800°C again causes the sample conduc-
tance to increase, .but reheating at 800°C gradually restores the
conductance to its original value. In fig. 3.15 the sample con-
ductance is plotted versus annealing temperature.

2.5
sample 3

- 5200 ficm n-Si(211)
T.24°C

0 700 800 900 1000

anneal temperature^ [°C]

Fig. S.JS Silicon conductance increase after 30 s heat-treatments
as a function of heating temperature. Conductance values
are normalized to the value obtained after prolonged
heating and are taken at ~ 24°C.

The conductance data have been normalized to tht u^nstant value ob-
tained after heating at 800°C. Similar behaviour is also found on
samples that had not been bombarded with argon ions and is therefore
not due to the ion. bombardment , but purely a silicon bulk effect.
This behaviour is also observed by others [43,47-49] when silicon
samples are quenched from high temperatures. Combined Hall and resis-
tivity measurements indicate the formation of a shallow donor level
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at (Ev+0.37) eV [48]. The donor concentration depends on the quenching
temperature and the quenching rate. The effects cannot be explained
by the formation of simple defects [47-49]. Their origin is therefore
explained in the formation of defect clusters upon quenching. I t is
s t i l l unclear whether bulk impurities are involved.
The effect apparently compensates the effect of boron or vice versa,
resulting in a decrease in conduction upon heating at 1200°C (see

14 15 "3

table 3). Typically 10 -10 cm donor centers are created upon
quenching from temperatures near 1000°C at a quench rate of ~ 100°/s
[49]. Also mechanical strain results in similar changes in electrical
properties upon heating [49].
General agreement is reached upon the fact that these donor centres
disappear upon reheating. Typically,anneal ing starts at ~ 200°C and

4 o
completion is reached after ~10 s at 500 C [49]. Also annealing at
room temperature is sometimes observed [48].
In our experiments silicon samples are radiation-quenched in UHV. We
observe a different annealing behaviour for samples from different
single crystals. The differences are mainly found in the presence or
absence of room temperature annealing. In the case of a sample cut
from the 7000 ficm single crystal (table I I I .2) even heating at 800°C
causes a considerable increase in conductance. This sample also shows
an annealing behaviour already at room temperature. No stable room
temperature conductance is obtained until after ~ 24 hours. The sur-
face cannot be expected to have remained uncontaminated after such
a time. Therefore no data are presented for these samples.
On the 5200 acm samples the effect can be avoided by l imiting the
annealing temperature to 800°C as is shown in f i g . 3.15. Nevertheless
different sample fixations resulting in different mechanical strain
may cause some quenching-like effects even after heating at 800 C
[49]. They are .however,readily restored by prolonged heating at
500°C (typically 2-3 hour) (see e.g. chapter V.2.1.)-
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IV Results for an analyzed bombardment.

IV.1 Introduction.

In this investigation several surface sensitive techniques have been
used to study the influence of noble-gas ion bombardment on clean si-
licon surfaces. The obtained results will be presented according to
the kind of information they yield. The electrical effects upon noble-
gas ion bombardment at energies up to 2000 eV will be shown to be re-
lated by the behaviour of the outermost atomic layers, which determine
the electrical properties (see chapter II.I, ref.Cl]).
Ellipsometry yields information on the behaviour of a much thicker sur-
face layer determined by the penetration depth of the incident light.
For undamaged silicon this is several hundreds of nanometers.
For ion bombardment with an unanalyzed beam, the electrical effects
cannot be interpreted by mere changes in the outermost surface
layers and the thickness of the damaged layer as a whole must be taken
into account.

A distinction is therefore made between results obtained with an un-

analyzed ion beam and those that result from the use of a mass-analyzed

ion beam.

The result for the clean surface, obtained with an analyzed ion beam

will be presented first.

The study of the electrical properties of clean semiconductor surfaces
in terms of surface potential, surface conductivity, surface-state
density and energy distribution, has been the subject of many investi-
gations. For clean silicon surfaces the results of Heiland et al. [2],
Law [3], Boonstra [4], Nesterenko [5], Henzler [6] and MSnch [7] should
be mentioned.

Their results may be summarized as follows.

For the clean silicon surface the energy bands are bend upwards, indi-
cating on a p-type bulk (1000 ncm) a weakly p-type surface fo ~ 1x10
-1 -1n D ). Vhe Fermi level is located at about 0.25 eV below the middle
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of the bandgap and a high density of surface states is present at the
14 15 -2 -1Fermi level (10 -10 cm eV ). No great differences in electrical

properties are found between (111) oriented surfaces exhibiting either
a 2x1 or a 7x7 structure [6,7] or surfaces with other orientations [2].
The energy distribution of surface states at larger distance from the
Fermi level, however, may be different for each different surface
orientation.
The absolute values of the bandbending and a depend on geometrical

5

structure as has been demonstrated by B'a'uerle et al. [8], who measured
as while the clean cleaved silicon (111) surface was converted from a
2x1 to a 7x7 structure. Similar results have been reported for germanium
(111) surfaces [9,1]. Argon ion bombardment [2,3] and oxygen adsorption
[2,4] are known to decrease a . A decrease in surface-state density N

S ' 55

is reported in the latter case [2,5], while Lamatsch [2] was able to
change the surface from p-type to n-type by low-energy argon-ion bom-
bardment. Prolonged annealing at 900°C restored the original surface
condition.
IV. 2 El§ctrical_effectsa_mass-aiiali^zed_igji_beam2_the_clean_silicgn

{211)_surface.

The results presented here have been obtained on three n-type 5200 ncm
silicon samples cut perpendicular to the <211> direction. The data have
been obtained in UHV system 1, after the borosilicate-glass windows
had been replaced by fused-quartz viewports. Bombardments were per-
formed at normal incidence, using the Nodus ion gun. Only argon was
used in these experiments.

After mounting the sample and baking the UHV system, field-effect measure-
ments indicate the presence of an n-type surface on the etched, un-
cleaned samples, in agreement to others [2,10]. The absolute value of
the field-effect mobility Vcc (defined in chapter III) ranged between
0.2 and 1 craVV1.
A positive correlation is found between the time elapsed before mounting
the sample and the value of j w , consistent with the growth of an oxide
layer in air and a subsequent decrease in surface-state density.
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Next the sample is heated at 800 C until its room-temperature conductance

has stabilized. In this way the changes in conductivity upon ion bombard-

ment amd annealing cycles can be attributed to one surface only.

The heating cycles cause a gradual decrease in conductance, accompanied
2 -1 -lby a decrease in UpE to ~ 0.1 cm V s . This behaviour is consistent

with the gradual decrease of the oxygen surface impurity concentration

upon heating as observed by AES [11], The decrease of HpE indicates an

increase in surface state density N at the Fermi level (see chapter

III.2.2).

The surface is finally cleaned by a series of argon-ion bombardment and

annealing cycles. Ion energies between 500 and 2000 eV are used at dose

levels of 1016-1017 cm"2 per cycle. As stated in chapter III, 800°C has

been chosen as an anneal-temperature in view of the changes in bulk con-

ductivity that occur at higher temperatures. The temperature of 800°C

has been shown to be sufficient to restore surface damage created by

low-energy ion bombardment [12,13,14]. Also previously implanted argon

ions are driven out of the sample at temperatures already below 800°C

(see fig. 4.1).

[arbitr. units]
AT/AU1O73O sec
Dose: 4x10'6 2000 eVA+

0 500 600 700
temperoture _

800 900

[•C]

Fig. 4.1 Desorption spectrum of 2000 eV argon ions implanted perpen-

dicular to a elean silicon (211) surface. The rate of tem-

perature increase is 10 C/30 s. The sample is rotated in front

of the residual gas analyser in UHV system 2.
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Heating at 800°C for 10 minutes results in the absence of any retained
argon in the lattice [12], provided the sample was at,or below room
temperature during the ion bombardment.
Rather arbitrarily a heating time at 800°C of one hour has been chosen.
Eventually all experimental parameters show a reproducible behaviour
after this annealing.

17 18 -2

A total ion dose of 10 -10 argon ions cm is necessary to obtain re-
producible results. This cleaning results in a further decrease of the
conductance.
Expressed in conductance per unit area, a decrease of (0.5-2)xl0~ n" Q~
is obtained with respect to the uncleaned surface. Here also the higher
values correspond to the samples that have been exposed to air for the
longest period of time.
When the conductivity changes upon argon-ion bombardment reproduce, the
surface is called clean. AES measurements in UHV system 2 reveal an
atomically clean surface after a similar bombardment. Later on, i t wi l l
be shown, that AES is too insensitive to be a reliable parameter in
determining the cleanliness of silicon surfaces for conductivity measure-
ments .

2 -1 -1The value of i w remains about the same at 0.1 cm V s after argon ion
bombardment and annealing, although no reaction is found anymore upon
the application of an additional d.c. voltage on the field-effect elec-
trode (gate). Previously the change in field-effect signal in this case
has been used to determine the sign of the surface conductivity. However,
the phase of the field-effect signal with respect to the gate voltage
remains unaltered.
The value of vFE corresponds to that given by Nesterenko et a l . [5] on
n-type si l icon. However,based on the results of Lamatsch a somewhat
lower value is anticipated.
The absence of any change in field-effect mobility upon ion bombardment
raises the thought of some erroneous signal. A detailed analysis of the
influence of edge and back surfaces in field-effect measurements is
given by Henzler [6 ] . In the present experimental geometry no disturbing
effects as discussed in ref. [6] are to be expected. At the same time
the field-effect signal showed a linear dependence on sample current and
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on the voltage applied to the field-effect electrode. The results are
therefore believed to be reliable.
The resulting conductivity changes of argon-ion bombardment at normal
incidence on a thus prepared surface are given in f i g . 4.2, where the
conductivity increase is plotted versus the incident ion dose.

3 -

. SiC211)
T»24°C

0 2 4 6 6 10

ion dose _

3100

[1OM cm"2]

Fig. 4.2 Conductivity increase upon bombarding the clean silicon
(211) surface with argon ions in the energy range 500-2000
eV versus ion dose.

-7 -2The current density varied between 0.2 and 1 xlO A.cm in successive

experiments. No influence of current density has been observed. Argon
ion bombardment leads to a small conductivity increase which saturates
already after a very small (~ 0.5 - 1x10 ions cm" ) ion dose and
remains unaltered under further bombardment. The same results are ob-
tained irrespective of ion energy between 500 and 2000 eV. The increase
in conductivity indicates that a reduction in carrier mobility as expected
to occur in a damaged lattice is not the main reason for these con-
ductivity changes.
These results differ from those of Law [3] and Lamatsch [2], who re-
ported a decrease in conductivity upon bombarding the clean, p-type,
silicon surface with argon ions.
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I f one assumes the surface-state density to be sufficiently high, then
the position of the Fermi level at the surface is independent of i ts
position in the bulk i .e. bulk doping and i f one further neglects any
plane specificity in the observed effects, then the values of the
bandbending at the surface 'v 'obtained by Lamatsch for the clean surface
on bulk p-type silicon may be used on our samples too. The clean surface
on our bulk n-type samples then shows a depletion layer as indicated
in f i g . 4.3 with a value for v.of (-3)-(-5)kT. A decrease of |vc| is
then accompanied by an increase of a in contrast to the situation on
p-type si l icon.

300 °K
cm2/Vs

= 400cm2 /Vs

p-type Si

- 1 0 h 20 eV ~~ ^
A+ bombardment

Fig, 4.3 Calculated curves of the surface conductivity versus band-

bending at the surface v in units kT. Indicated are the

value for the clean surface 'and the direction of changes in

v upon argon-ion bombardment.s
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Additional evidence for the assumed n-type surface layer on our sam-
ples is obtained by observing the conductivity changes upon oxygen ad-
sorption in f i g . 4.4

20

15

10

5

0

- 5

-

_ / sample 5
/ 5200 Qcm

/ T«24°C
n-Si<211>

i

10 20
Oa exposure __

30
[iO~7 torr. mm]

Fig. 4.4 Conductivity changes upon oxygen adsorption on the clean
silicon (211) surface versus oxygen exposure.

A quantitative interpretation of our results upon oxygen adsorption is
not straightforward as the behaviour of the back surface of the sample
is unknown. Oxygen adsorption on not completely cleaned surfaces .how-
ever, showed a decrease in conductivity. The increase in conductivity
found in our experiments can thus most l ikely be attributed completely
to the front surface. These results also indicate the presence of an
n-type surface,when compared to the results of Boonstra [4 ] . However,
i t must be noted that Boonstra obtained clean surfaces by high tempera-
ture treatment alone. Nevertheless a weakly p-type surface was found
on high-resistivity p-type bulk silicon after this treatment, in agree-
ment with the results of Lamatsch. In regard of the conductivity changes
upon oxygen adsorption, the results of Lamatsch and those of Boonstra and
this work, di f fer. Lamatsch did not observe the in i t i a l increase in conduc-
t i v i t y at small oxygen exposure on his p-type bulk samples.
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A possible explanation will be given below.

Although no extensive tests were performed,the conductivity changes of
argon-ion bombardment and oxygen adsorption seem to be additive. Quali-
tatively the same change in conductivity upon oxygen exposure is ob-
served both on annealed and ion-bombarded (500 eV A , 1x10 cm" ) sur-
faces and vice versa. It should be noted that no effect of oxygen sput-
tering is found upon argon ion bombardment on oxygen covered surfaces,
as judged from the overall conductivity. Even the removal of the equiva-
lent of 100 atomlayers* of silicon after oxygen exposure did not decrease
the conductivity. Only heating at 800°C after this treatment restored
the original conductivity value. Annealing at 800°C only, also seemed to
restore the original surface, resulting in a similar conductivity change
upon oxygen exposure.

Upon oxygen adsorption the value of the field-effect mobility ycc con-
2tinuously increased and finally saturated at ~ 0.2 cm /Vs (still n-type),

indicative of a decrease in surface-state density.

Apart from the sign, also the absolute values of our conductivity changes
upon ion bombardment differ much from those reported by Law [3] and
Lamatsch [2], Law found a decrease of ~ 20x10 fi • when bombarding
the clean surface, whereas Lamatsch found a tenfold less decrease.

In general,conductivity changes at semiconductor surfaces can result
from two fundamentally different mechanisms,if mobility effects are
neglected .

a) The first can be attributed to changes in v similarly as en-
countered upon gas adsorption. The resulting conductivity
changes are then,by definition,changes in surface conductivity
and can be calculated as a function of v as is illustrated
in chapter II.I.

b) The second mechanism is the creation of donor or acceptor
centres in the space-charge region. In this case usually an

Here a value of the sputtercoefficient S (expressed as the number of
atoms removed per incident ion)of unity is assumed according to the
data of ref. [23].
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inhomogeneous ionized-impurity distribution is created. The
theoretical treatment of chapter I I.I is then no more appli-
cable,as it is based on the assumption of a homogeneous donor
and acceptor distribution. In fact the Poisson equation (see
eq. 2.13) cannot be simply integrated and needs to be solved
numerically .

The conductivity changes upon ion bombardment are explained by Lamatsch
according to the latter mechanism, but they are related to changes in
v , according to the theoretical treatment of chapter II.I. Argon ions
are assumed to create donor-like centres [2].

Judged from our measurements and as suggested already by Law [3], we
propose the former mechanism to cause the changes in conductivity in
our case. There are several reasons in favour of this assumption.

a) Detailed LEED experiments on Ge [15] show a degradation of the

diffraction pattern with increasing ion dose. An ion dose of
13 -2 +10 cm , 1000 eV A ions is already sufficient to reduce the

LEED contrast to 0.1 of its prebombardment value. At the same
time, the surface conductivity is reported to be sensitive to
surface structure changes [8,9] and may be anticipated to be
also sensitive to the disappearing of long range order,as may
be concluded from the vanishing of the LEED pattern upon ion
bombardment.

b) The creation of donor centres by argon ions r.i-'.y be either
caused by the implanted ions , or by the damage created by
the implantation,or by a combination of both. In the first case
a dependence of the conductivity change on ion dose is expected
according to ion collection models [26]. Here a gradual increase
in surface density of implanted impurities is predicted until
finally a saturation is obtained due to an equilibrium between
the number of impurities implanted and sputtered per unit time.
In the latter case a behaviour similar to the damage build-up
is expected. This damage build-up is measured ellipsometrically
(see section V.3). In both cases a dependence on ion energy
is to be expected.
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The conductivity changes obtained in our experiments show no dependence
on ion energy between 500 and 2000 eV, and the observed saturation in
conductivity occurs at much lower dose than is predicted on the basis
of ion collection models, if reasonable values for the relevant para-
meters are used. Also the damage has not saturated at these dose levels,
as is measured ellipsometrically (see V.3).

We therefore conclude that in our case the observed conductivity changes
are most likely caused by the destruction of the periodicity of the
outermost surface layer(s). Thus the conductivity changes may be des-
cribed by a change in surface potential v .
Here a large difference is found between the present results and those
obtained by Lamatsch [2]. Whereas our results require a change in sur-
face bandbending vg of only a few units kT (see fig. 4.3), the results
of Lamatsch require a change of ~ 15 units kT,if explained in terms of
changes in vg. A similar shift in v would produce a highly conductive
n-type surface layer on our samples, which obviously does not occur.
Only in the case of bombardment with an unanalyzed beam, a large conduc-
tivity increase has been observed, while the surface remained n-type
according to field-effect measurements. Also oxygen adsorption produced
a different change in conductivity after that bombardment and annealing.
Details of the unanalyzed ion bombardments will be given in chapter
V.

This n-type surface layer vanishes gradually upon prolonged heating
(several hours at 800°C) ,as judged from overall ."inductance measure-
ments, whereas in the ease of bombardment with an analyzed ion beam in
one case 6 minutes
initial situation.
one case 6 minutes at 800°C proved to be sufficient to restore the

One may therefore conclude that by comparing the present results with
those obtained by Lamatsch, no discrepancy is found with respect to
the bandbending at the clean surface,if the bandbending is assumed to
be the same .irrespective of bulk doping. However, based on the absolute
conductivity changes upon argon ion bombardment, i t is assumed that
at least part of the conductivity changes in the latter case result
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from impurities in the argon gas. This is quite feasible as no mass
separation could be used in view of the cylindrical crystal arrange-
ment [2]. Both the differences in annealing time (hours at 900°C for
Lamatsch) and in conductivity changes upon oxygen adsorption support
this view.

Recalling eq. (2.18)

0s = V

the measured increase in conductivity upon damaging the surface layer,
indicates the insensitivity of our measurements to mobility effects.
This is also illustrated by the steady state-value of a for dose
levels, where the damage still increases,as is seen ellipsometrically
(chapter V.3).

Using ions with higher energies, or other experimental techniques, the
formation of recombination centres has been observed [16-18,20]. Similar
phenomena have been observed in electron irradiated silicon samples
[19]. These recombination centres,however, are located jjn the space
charge region. The resulting mobility reduction therefore does not ori-
ginate from enhanced scattering at the surface as is assumed in available
theories concerning surface mobilities [21].

The insensitivity of our conductivity measurements to surface damage
must be explained in view of the small bandbending at the surface. In
that case the influence of enhanced surface scattering can be shown to
influence o only weakly [22].
On the other hand, the effect of scattering centres j_n the space charge
region is in general equivalent to a reduction of the effective thick-
ness of the space charge layer. For the energies used here the damage
depth is negligible to the overall space charge layer thickness.which
is of the order of Lg [23].
In the case of strong bandbending, surface damage has been shown to in-
fluence the surface mobility considerable in the case of the InSb (100)
surface [24].
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Furthermore we can conclude that the damage of 2000 eV argon ions does

not seem to create any electr ical ly active centres, in contrast to

other energetic irradiations [25],

Argon-ion bombardment reduces the bandbending of the clean surface into

the direction of f la t bands, accompanied rather by the creation of sur-

face states than their annihilation. These results are supported by the

observation,that surface states are created by ion bombardment.as is

done by electron loss spectroscopy [27].

Useful future experiments are simultaneous LEED and conductivity measure-

ments, workfunction measurements and measurements of the conductivity

changes on samples of different bulk doping upon analyzed noble-gas ion

bombardment.

Field-effect studies on ion-bombarded semiconductor surfaces, however,

may be more informative on clean surfaces of Ge or III-V compounds,

having in general a lower surface-state density than clean silicon sur-

faces.
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V. Results for an unanalyzed bombardment.

V.I Introduction.

These bombardment studies were performed in UHV system 2, using the

cold-cathode ion gun (Vacuum Generators AG2). The main purpose of these
experiments was to obtain information on the build-up of damage during
ion bombardment , with the possibili ty of AES in UHV system 2. Ellipso-

metry was used to observe the damage build-up.

The bombardments were in i t i a l ly performed at glancing incidence (<i>=75 )

but in a la ter stage the system was changed to bombard the surface with

a mass-analyzed ion beam also at normal incidence, using the Nodus ion

gun from UHV system 1.

Most bombardments were performed at room temperature.

The UHV system 2 is equipped with borosilicate-glass viewports. There-

fore a boron surface contamination was present on the samples (see

chapter I I I . 4 ) . To prevent in-diffusion of boron from the front sur-

face during heating, this surface was cleaned by argon-ion bombardment

and annealing without a heating pretreatment. I t is noted that in UHV

system 1 samples can be heated at 800°C prior to ion bombardment,to

stabi l ize the bulk conductivity .because of the absence of boron conta-

mination in this system (see chapter I I I . 4 ) .

Prior to each bombardment the discharge in the ion gun is always ini t iated

for 5-10 min before the application of any extraction potential . In this

way the inter ior is sputter cleaned.

Upon cleaning the surface with 2000 eV argon ions, a large conductivity

increase is found. A similar increase is also found on samples that were

cleaned in a glowdischarge of argon gas (99.998% pure) (see chapter

I I I . 4 ) . Annealing (800°C, one hour) restored the overall conductivity

to almost the pre-bombardment value. Bombardment was performed in cycles
17 —2 18 —2

of 10 cm" up to a total number of about 10 ions cm to obtain the

values for the ellipsometric parameters A and <j> after annealing, corres-

ponding,after a correction for the window birefringence»to the clean,
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undamaged silicon surface LI] (n=3.89,k=0.059 for \=632.8 nm) (see
section V.3). Unfortunately, no AES could be performed during these
cleaning cycles due to di f f icul t ies with the electronic supplies, but
from earlier measurements, i t is fe l t that most of the changes in A
and $ upon "cleaning" are not due to contamination, but rather to the
removal of polishing damage. A similar result has been found for Ge
surfaces [2 ] .

V.2.1 Noble_gas_ion_bombardment.

As these bombardments are performed with an unanalyzed ion beam, the

composition is unknown.
From the ionization cross-sections [3] the ratio A++/A+ is estimated
to be ~ 0.1 in the ion beam. However, this is not of influence on the
conductivity experiments as wi l l be il lustrated by the mass-analyzed
A bombardment described in chapter VI.
Typical conductivity versus ion dose curves, obtained by bombarding
an Auger clean surface with the proper values of A and i|> are given in
f i g . 5.1.

[io-

10

-5 -

2000 ev He\A+

sample 9, 5200

i i I . ,
1015 1016 1Oi;

ion dose [ions.cm"2]

Fig. 5.1 Conductivity changes obtained by unanalyzed ion bombardment

with 2000 eV A+ and He+ ions. The cuxve for the A bombardment
is also shown on a 10 times magnified scale.
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Two curves are shown, obtained for 2000 eV A+ and for 2000 eV He+ bom-
bardment. Before and after the bombardment the surfaces had an impurity
level below the Auger detection limit (see also chapter I I I ) , indica-
ting the limited use of AES in this kind of studies.
Even after prolonged bombardment, only the onset of a saturation is
observed (fig. 5.3). By comparing these results with the conductivity
changes obtained on a sample, bombarded only with a mass-analyzed ion
beam (see fig. 4.2), a difference is observed of two or more orders of
magnitude (see fig. 5.3).
Similar large conductivity increases were found in UHV system 1, when
accidentally bombardments were performed without using the Wien f i l ter .
Field effect revealed an n-type surface in this case, indicating the
formation of donor centres in the space-charge region. From these re-
sults i t is likely to assume,that the large differences in conductivi-
ty changes upon different ion bombardments are caused by impurities.
These impurities are either introduced together with the noble gases
or originate from the ion gun itself. Upon ionization in the ion gun,
they are implanted in the sample together with the noble-gas ions, re-
sulting in the creation of additional donor centres.

Phenomenologically the conductivity changes in fig. 5.1 can be divided
into two regions i .e . a region with decreasing conductivity and the
one with increasing conductivity.
To explain this behaviour, one should observe the overall conductivity
behaviour after ion bombardment and anneal cycles given in fig. 5.2.
The gradual increase in conductivity found after subsequent cycles,
can be attributed to at least two effects: i) the in-diffusion of
boron from the back surface and ii) the quenching effect (see chapter
III.4) probably due to some mechanical stress in these samples. The
latter effect can be eliminated by prolonged annealing at 500°C [4]
as is shown in the figure.
Also indicated are the calculated changes in conductivity after heating
at 800°C as a function of total cumulative heating time, due to the
diffusion of a given boron surface concentration into the sample.
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sample 9, 5200 ncm n-Si(2n)
DD ,..10"16cm2s-1 at 800 °C

| I anneal
J500°C

time ot 800° C .,
0.1 1 2 4 6 10 18

1, , 1—,1,11—k—1—

[hours]

10"' 10-

diffusion length ^ [cm]

Fig. 5.2 Conductivity increase found after successive argon bombard-
ment and annealing at 800 C for one hour versus the
cumulative heating time and its decrease upon subsequent
annealing at 500°C.

The calculated curves show the increase in conductivity from
an assumed boron surface contamination on the back surface.

In these calculations the initial surface contamination is assumed to
become distributed within a layer of thickness LD upon heating, where
LD is given by

LD = /(D.t) (5.1)

D is the coefficient for diffusion of boron into sil icon and t is the
heating time at 800°C in seconds. The value of D used is 10"16 cms"1

[5].
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The hole mobility has been corrected according to the data of Wolf [5]

for the average hole concentration in the layer of thickness LD.

The changes in surface conductivity upon heating (section IV.2) have

been neglected in these calculations.

Apparently ah inital concentration of boron in the range 10 -10 cm

at the back surface is sufficient to account for the entire conducti-

vity increase as given in fig. 5.2.

However, the magnitude of the conductivity decrease found upon He+

ion bombardment cannot be explained* unless it is assumed that the an-

nealing does not completely restore the conductivity changes found

upon noble-gas ion bombardment. Then a residual conducting layer re-

mains at the front surface after annealing. The conductivity of this

layer is initially decreased upon bombardment because of the sputtering

action of the ion beam.

This view is supported by the observation of a net decrease in conduc- ;

tivity after bombardment and annealing for He+ bombardment when com- :

pared to the prebombardment value. However, we must assume that the im-

purity is sputtered more effectively from the Si matrix by He than by

A+ ions. The second part of the curve,where the conductivity increases,

may then correspond to the implantation of impurities from the unana- \

lyzed ion beam. As will be discussed in chapter VI, this picture is too

simple to account for all the observed effects (e.g. the difference in

slope of the conductivity increase for A+ and He+ bombardment and the

higher dose required in the case of He bombardment, to cause an increase

in conductivity).

Upon annealing at 800°C the increase in conductivity due to the ion

bombardment disappeares almost completely.
The sensitivity of the ion bombardment induced conductivity to heat

treatment indicates a possible correlation with radiation damage and/or

out-diffusion. ••'

If one assumes a reduction in mobility to cause the conductivity de-

crease, then the layer involved has a calculated thickness that ex-

ceeds the LSS projec

orders of magnitude.

ceeds the LSS projected range of 2000 eV He in silicon by three
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A residual gas analysis (chapter I I I ) showed the main impurities in the

noble gases to be CH* and to a lesser extend N2/CO.

Bombardments with molecular and atomic [6,7] nitrogen ions and protons

[8] are known tocreate donor centres in s i l i con . In both cases also a

disappearance of the donor centres is observed upon heat treatment at

1000 and 600°C respectively. We therefore performed bombardments with

these ions to investigate thei r behaviour,in an attempt to ident i fy

the main impurity.

V.2.2 §gmbardment_witli_molecular_nitrggen_igns.

For these experiments the same ion gun was used as for the unanalyzed

argon bombardment, only nitrogen gas was leaked into the ionization region

instead of a noble gas. The N2 / N 2
+ and N+/N2 rat ios of the nitrogen

ion beam are unknown. Estimates based on the ionization and dissocia-

t ive ionization cross-sections [3 ] indicate a ra t io of ~ 0.04 and 0.2

respectively.

The result ing increase in conductivity versus ion dose is given in f i g .

5.3 together with the results of A and H bombardments.

1015 1016

i on dose ^ [ions.cm"2]

Fig. 5.3 Net conductivity inarease upon bombardment with 2000 eV A 3
lie and No ions versus ion dose.
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It should be noted that no correction for secondary electron emission
was applied here, due to lack of data. However,the error will not
exceed 10%, estimated from the relative ionization potentials of A+

and N 2
+ [9].

The conductivity changes induced by nitrogen ion bombardment show a
linear dependence on the ion dose, until finally the onset of a satura-
tion is observed. This behaviour is quite different from the conducti-
vity increases found with H and A+ bombardment, given in the same
graph. Here a much steeper increase and higher values of the conducti-
vity are found. (The A+ and He curves are extensions from the curves
given in fig. 5.1.)

The shape of the conductivity increase curve for Np bombardment is
identical to that predicted by the ion collection model of Schulz et
al. [10] with respect to the collected surface density.
However, the conductivity change (expressed in $T D~ ) is only deter-
mined by the change in surface density of donor centres. This suggests
a linear dependence between the impurity surface density and the donor
surface density.
In terms of the utilisation coefficient f

(5.2)

where N is the donor surface density and n is the impurity surface den-
sity, this means that f is constant and independent of ion dose. This
is a quite remarkable observation.

For high energy B implantation in silicon a decrease of f with ion
dose has been reported [11] and a similar behaviour may be concluded
for P and Sb implantations from the data of Morehead et al. [12].
Such an effect would cause a deviation of the observed slope in the
Ao versus ion dose curve to below unity with increasing dose. In all
our experiments (He+, N« and A + bombardments) we find the contrary,
that is, a slope larger than or equal to unity (fig. 5.3).
The value of f can be obtained from the values of N and n. If one
assumes a trapping coefficient a ~ 1 [13], that is, each incident ion
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is trapped in the lattice, then n is simply equal to twice the ion

dose per unit surface area D [10]. This holds as long as Aa varies linearly

with the incident ion dose. Each incident N~ molecule is then taken

to dissociate into two nitrogen atoms. The donor surface density N is

obtained from the measured conductivity increase expressed in $T 0" ,

(5.3)

where y is the carrier mobility in the implanted layer and e is the

elementary charge. Thus one obtains

f = f f e ~ lxl0~7 • <5-4>
2 -1 -1if an electron mobility of 1500 cm V s is used. (This choice will

be discussed in chapter VI). A lower value of a will produce a pro-

portionally higher value of f. Nevertheless the value of f is very low.

Typical values for f in the case of B+ and P+ implantations are close

to unity after annealing [11,12]. For unannealed samples f is generally

low [14] and is found to decrease with ion dose [11]. Values of 0.3

have been reported [11] in the case of B implantations. For 50 keV N+

implantations, however, even annealing never produced a value of f over

10"2 [7].

Annealing (again 800°C, 1 hour) revealed the irreversible behaviour

of nitrogen-ion bombardment induced donors in contrast to the more

reversible behaviour found after unanalyzed noble-gas ion bombardment.

Only a slight decrease in conductivity is found after this treatment.

This behaviour is inconsistent with the results of Pavlov et al. [7]

who found an increase in f in 50 keV N implanted silicon upon annealing

at temperatures above 700°C .
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Unanaiyzed A+ bombardment after a subsequent N 2
+ bombardment, without

annealing, increases the conductivity even further. An in-depth profile
of the N donors could therefore not be obtained from conductivity data.
From these results it can be concluded that

a) nitrogen contamination can be excluded as the cause of conduc-
tivity increase found in the case of unanalyzed noble-gas ion
bombardment,

b) most of the conductivity increase during N~ bombardment is
due to the nitrogen itself and not to the impurities already
present in the sample, unless a complicated interaction occurs,

c) the conductivity effects of N 2
+ and A+ bombardment are additive,

even when the N 2
+ induced effect already seems to saturate

(fig. 5.3).

V.2.3 Bombardment_with_molecu!ar_h^drggen_ions.

These experiments were carried out using the Nodus ion gun,which is
equipped with a Wien-type velocity filter,in UHV system 2. A new sili-
con sample was used to exclude the effects of previously implanted im-
purities (see chapter VI). All bombardments were performed at normal
incidence with the use of the Wien filter.
The main source of hydrogen is expected to be methane contamination of
the noble gases in our previous experiments. Upon colliding with a sur-
face atom, a CH.+ ion will dissociate and produce up to four hydrogen
ions or neutrals. Each fragment will retain kinetic energy according
to its mass. For a 2000 eV primary particle this means for each
hydrogen particle 100 - 125 eV. This low energy, combined with the
low mass of the hydrogen particle,will not be sufficient to create
significant damage in the silicon lattice.

Judged from the observed nature of the proton-induced donor centre [8]
an interaction with the damage created by the noble-gas ions is there-
fore possibly important. Hydrogen as an impurity is also likely sus-
pect because previous experiments indicate that He+ bombardment re-
moved the as yet unidentified impurity more effectively than A+ bombard-
ment. With the aid of eq. (2.24) it is demonstrated that the energy
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transfer from a He ion to a proton is much more efficient than for an

A ion.

We investigated the conductivity changes upon low energy H 2
+ ion bom-

bardment and subsequent 2000 eV A+ bombardment. Also the sequence of
the bombardments was reversed.

+ 14 -2

Bombardment with 100 eV H2 ions at dose levels up to lO^cm did not

influence subsequent argon ion bombardments,as judged from conductivi-

ty measurements. At increased H 2
+ energies,up to 2000 eV, the H 2

+ bom-

bardment itself produced an energy dependent increase or decrease of

conductivity, that will not be discussed here.

However, it can be concluded that the conductivity changes due to

2000 eV H 2
+ bombardment and 2000 eV A+ bombardment, are not simply ad-

ditive, indicative of some sort of interaction.

We have never been able to produce a conductivity increase similar to

that obtained by an unanalyzed noble-gas ion beam. Also intermittent

bombardment with 2000 eV Hp+ and 2000 eV A+ ions in 15 seconds periods

each, by switching the electromagnet current of the Wien filter both

at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature proved unsuccess-

ful in this respect. As the proton-induced donor centre is reported to

appear only after annealing at 300°C [8],we also performed H2 bom-

bardments on a sample at ~ 340°C (as measured with the IRCON pyrometer).

After cooling to ~ 24°C the conductivity changes were similar to those

obtained at room-temperature bombardment.

It seems therefore less likely that hydrogen, as an impurity (H2 or

CH^) in the noble gas, causes the large conductivity increases.

However, a definite conclusion can only be reached after performing

a simultaneous bombardment, both with argon and hydrogen ions,to cover

all possible non-equilibrium interactions.

V.3 Optical_measurements2_elligsgmetrY.

The influence of energetic ion bombardment on the structure of the sili-
con lattice has been studied by many authors, using many different ex-
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perimental techniques. Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) [15,16],
Reflecting High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) [17-19], X-ray
diffraction [20-22], Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [17],
Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) [23,24], Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)
[12, 25 - 27] and infra-red absorption [28-30] are amongst the most
common. Recently ellipsometry has also been used [31-33].
Although the energies varied between 20 eV and several MeV, and the ions
ranged from H + to Pb+, in general the energy deposition will lead,
for sufficiently high energies and doses, to the destruction of long
range order in the lattice. That is, eventually some amorphized over-
layer is formed on the sample.

In the early stage of amorphization, different effects may be induced,
depending on the mass of the ion involved [35-37] and the sample tempera-
ture [29,34]. Also the microscopic nature of defects in this stage
changes with primary energy and ion mass, since the interaction of typi-
cal defects is of importance. Especially ESR and infra-red absorption
techniques have proven to be very useful at this point, allowing the
identification of the microscopic nature of several defects [28,38].

As the amorphous state of matter is only characterized by the absence

of long-range order [39] it is not surprising to find a strong depen-

dence of properties on the method of preparation [40].

With ellipsometry we determine from the measured changes 6A and &y in

the parameters A and ij;,the build-up of damage upon noble-gas ion bom-

bardment in UHV system 2. The bombardments were mostly performed at

glancing incidence (4>=75°).

After mounting, the samples (5200 ncm n-type Si(211)) showed very low

values , both for A and \\>. After several cycles of bombardment and

annealing A and $ gradually increased, and reached finally the values

for the clean and undamaged silicon surface corresponding to n =

3.88- jO.059 [1,32] after a cumulative ion dose of ~ 1x10 cm . i

A typical example of the results obtained for 2000 eV A bombardment

at glancing incidence (<j>=75°) is shown in fig. 5.4. The current den-
-7 -2sity is 3x10 A cm , corrected for secundary electron emission
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Fig. 5.4 The changes in ellipsorm^vic parameters A and ty upon 2000

eV argon ion bombardment at glancing incidence ($=75°) at

29 5° K.

(chapter III). A gradual increase in both A and \p is observed and after
a certain ion dose a saturation occurs. This saturation is believed to
have the same physical origin as the steady statethat is predicted in ion
collection models as discussed in ref. CIO]. According to this model,
after some time the quantity of either implanted impurities or created
defects is equal to the respective number sputtered per unit time and
a steady state results. The steady state therefore does not necessarily
indicate some final (amorphous) state, as will be shown later.
The occurrence of a steady state in A and $ is by no means obvious, as is
shown by the results of Albers et al. upon bombarding Ag(lll) surfaces
at ion energies up to 500 eV [413.

Phenomenologically the dose, at which a steady state is reached (<j> . ) ,
can be related to the average penetration of the damage x and the
sputtercoefficient S,in analogy to ref. [10]. For this interpretation
one needs to assume that the effective damage per ion is additive [42]
and that 6A, 6<J> are in some way proportional to damage. Also diffusion
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of defects, either to the surface [43] or into the bulk should be ne-
glected. One then obtains

^sat
(5.5)

By comparing figs. 5.4 and 5.3 it is noticed that although a similar
formulation holds for implanted impurities, a saturation for <5A, Sty
is reached after an ion dose where the conductivity still increases.
This will be discussed in chapter VI.
To test this model, we changed the bombardment parameters i.e. sample
temperature, angle of incidence of the ion beam and the bombarding
species.

In fig. 5.5 the results for a bombardment at 90° K are shown.

[degrees]

2000 ev A*—»S,(211)
V . 75°
T . 9 0 " K
sample 9, 5200 ftcm n-lype

10 15
ion dose x io ' s

25 30
[ions cm"2!

Fig. 5.5 The changes in ellipsometric -parameters A and ty upon 2000

eV argon ion bombardment at glancing incidence ($=75°) at 90°K.

The values of 6A, 6i|> are higher at similar dose levels as compared to
those at room temperature. Normalized to the same steady-state value,
the curves are found to be of identical shape. This indicates that at
90 K the damage per ion is higher than at room temperature. Apparently
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some annealing takes place already at room temperature. A similar effect
has been observed also for He+ ion bombardment. This interpretation is
supported by the results of Picraux et al, [24] obtained with RBS and
Morehead et al. performing ESR [12].

Subsequent warming to room temperature after ion bombardment, did not
decrease A and \\> to their respective steady values obtained after room
temperature bombardments. Apparently also some interaction between de-
fects occurs, that raises the activation energy for annihilation.

The observation that <)> .. does not depend on temperature, indicatesx sat
that the ratio ^ does not depend on temperature either. It also de-

monstrates that the steady-state values of A and ty are truely steady-

state values and not final-state values. The results of Morehead et al.

[12] indicate a faster reaching of the final "amorphous" state as seen

by ESR with decreasing temperature. These experiments were performed

by bombarding the silicon (100) surface with 200 keV n B + , 3 1 P + and 300

keV 1 2 1Sb + ions.

Although most techniques indeed show the existence of a final state,

recent ellipsometry experiments [31] in air on silicon samples pre-

viously bombarded with 50 keV P+ ions, show no such behaviour in

terms of 6A and 6^, even at dose levels where ESR shows no variation

anymore [12]. In terms of refractive index n and extinction coefficient

k of the damaged overlayer, Nakamura et al. [31] calculate* with in-

creasing ion dose, an initial increase of n and k, even exceeding the

respective values of an evaporated silicon layer. After further bom-

bardment, a sharp decrease in refractive index is found. At the same

time, thp extinction coefficient k had increased even further.

*The authors used a two phase model to explain their results in terms

of properties of the implanted layer. Especially at low ion dose, the

absorption of the incident light (X=546.1 nm) in the damaged layer is

insufficient to allow the use of this model. A three phase model, in-

cluding the crystalline substrate is more appropriate at low ion dose.
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Kirschner et al. [44] showed, using X-ray analysis, an initial in-
crease of the sputter coefficient S with ion dose, when bombarding atomi-
cally clean, evaporated silicon films with 0.5-5 keV argon ions. This
increase could not be explained by merely considering the implantation
of argon. An explanation in terms of damage and a decrease in short
range order is suggested.

Both experiments indicate a further change in film properties after
having reached a stage about equivalent to evaporated amorphous silicon.
In contrast are the results of Aspnes et al. [2]. By using spectroscopic
ellipsometry they studied the influence of low energy A and Ne bom-
bardment of clean Ge (111) surfaces. Their results indicate in the
steady state the presence of an amorphous overlayer. A density dif-
ference, however,had to be introduced to obtain the same dielectric func-
tion as for an evaporated Ge layer. They claim the dielectric film pro-
perties to be independent of energy and ion mass.

All these results suggest that the optical constants of amorphous films
may be approached by that of ion-bombarded films, but continued bom-
bardment may change the film properties even further. Most likely these

[degrees]

1.0

2000 eV A+—»Si<211)
<(> - 0 °
T = 3 0 0 ° K

sample 9, 5200 Ocm n-type

10 15
ion dose xiO15

2 0 25
[ion

3 0

Fig. 5.6 The changes in ellvpsometvic parameters A and ty upon 2000

eV argon ion bombardment at normal incidence at 300°^.
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changes involve density variations and changes in short-range order.
The ion current density may be an important parameter here. Again this
is indicative of the sensitivity of propert s of amorphous material
to the method of preparation.
In fig. 5.6 the results of 2000 eV A + bombardment at normal incidence

-7 -2are given. The current density was 1.4x10 A cm .No simple conclusion
can be drawn from the shape of the 6A, <5\p curves as A and ^ are not
independent parameters, determined by three independent properties, the in-
dex of refraction n, the extinction coefficient k and the layer thick-
ness d. This layer thickness is likely to change with the angle of in-
cidence of the ion beam. Numerical values will be given below. It can
be seen that the steady state is reached at a somewhat lower ion dose,
when compared to the bombardment at glancing incidence. The penetration
depth of the damage is expected to be somewhat lower at glancing in-
cidence as can be seen in the "MARLOWE" calculated damage profile in
fig. 5.7 when compared to fig. 2.4 for normal incidence.

2.0

[arbitr. units]

1.5

0.5

MARLOWE calculations
2000eV A*"—»Si(211>
V =75°
44 incident particles
A Vacancy distribution
• Argon distribution

o nn
5 10

depth _

15 20 25

[nm]

Fig. 5.7 The in-depth distribution of vacancies and implanted argon
calculated with "MARLOWE" at glancing incidence °

The optical results therefore indicate that the value of S is smaller
at glancing (f=75°) than at normal incidence, in accordance to ref. [45].

The effects of different ions are given in f i g . 5.8 for 2000 eV A+,
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Fig. 5.8 The changes in ellipsometvia parameters A and ty. upon 2000 eV

eV No* (O) and He
+ (0) at glanoing incidence at 29 5 °K.

+
For comparison the curves for 2000 eV A (h) are also
included.
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N ?
+ and He+ ions, all at glancing incidence. Here is shown that A+ and
+

N? roughly yield comparable values for «A and S4<,whereas these-are consider-

able smaller for He ions. Apparently the damage is less in the latter

case .H owever, calculations will show this in detail below.

Surprisingly no strong differences in saturation dose are observed.al-

though the sputter yields of argon and helium ions on silicon differ

by a factor of about 4 [463. Also the LSS projected range is different

by a factor of 3.5, with He ions having the largest projected range. A
A

difference in the ratio •£ of about 14 is thus obtained. A similar di f-
ference in <f>sat is not observed in the <5A, 64> curves using argon and
helium ion bombardment.
The reason for this discrepancy is not understood.
Possibly, diffusion of highly mobile simple defects to the surface re-
duces the effective damage depth in the case of He+ bombardment.
Numerical calculations were performed to obtain the optical constants
of the damaged surface layer. In these calculations a single homogeneous

Table V. 1 Ellipse/metric results for the steady state assuming a
damaged layer thickness of 10 nm.

Bomb.

specie

A+ 2000 eV

A+ 2000 eV

He+ 2000 eV

Np+ 2000 eV
A 2000 eV

Angle of

incidence

75°

75°

75°
75°

0°

For the values of A and

A+ 2000 eV 0°

Sample

temperature

~ 300° K

~ 90° K

~ 300° K
~ 300° K

~ 300° K

\j> in fig. 5.5 where

~ 300° K

n

4.08

4.24

3.93
4.07

4.50

6A is maximum

4.45

k

0.159

0.301

0.086
0.191

0.801

one obtains

0.675
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layer is assumed on an undamaged substrate with the properties of the
clean undamaged silicon surface, as determined before (n = 3.88-jO.059 )
In a first approximation a layer thickness of 10 nm is assumed through-
out. The values of n and k for this situation are given in table V.I. Calcu-
lations have also been performed for an assumed layer thickness of 5 nm
in accordance to the MARLOWE calculations (fig. 2.4). These results

are presented in table V.2.

The values in the table indicate that at all bombardments an increase in

both n and k is found, in accordance to the results of Ibrahim et al.

[32] for 400 eV A+ bombardment on silicon.

Table V.2 Ettipsometrio results for the steady state assuming a

damaged layer thickness of 5 nm.

Bomb.
specie

A+ 2000

A+ 2000

He+ 2000

N * 2000
A 2000

And for

A+ 2C00

eV
eV
eV
eV
eV

the
eV

Angle of
incidence

75°

75°

75°

75°

0°

maximum in A

0°

Sample
temperature

~ 300° K

~ 90° K

~ 300° K

~ 300° K

~ 300° K

in fig. 5.5 one
~ 300° K

n

4.21

4.47

3.96

4.13

4.84

obtains
4.78

k

0.305

0.603

0.129

0.275

1.54

1.31

Although it is unfeasible to assume a constant damaged layer thickness
throughout, a qualitative picture is nevertheless obtained. All re-
ported data on amorphous evaporated silicon films show also higher
values for both n and k with respect to the crystalline silicon. Typi-
cal data range from 4.1 -j 0.225. [47], 4.16 -j 0.44 C403 and 4.38 -
j 0.89 [48],all at ~ 2 eV corresponding to the 632.8 nm wavelength.
Due to the lack of accurate layer thickness information only a quali-
tative comparison can be made with these results.
It is noted that the nitrogen bombardment data should be interpreted
with care.as Si3N4 formation has been reported after high dose N

+

implantation at 30 keV [49].
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VI. Interpretation and discussion.

In this chapter we will discuss the experimental results obtained by
ellipsometry and conductivity measurements using an unanaiyzed ion beam.
The conductivity data for the analyzed argon ion bombardment have al-
ready been discussed in chapter IV.2.

An explanation is offered for the shape of the conductivity curve upon

unanaiyzed noble-gas ion bombardment. Also the differences in steady

state behaviour between the optical parameters and the conductivity

changes are discussed.

In chapter IV it has already been concluded that the differences in con-

ductivity behaviour upon only analyzed or unanaiyzed bombardment are

most likely due to impurities in the noble-gas atmosphere. In order

to understand the mechanism, we must consider some of the properties

of the impurity-induced conductivity changes.

The increase in conductivity after unanaiyzed ion bombardment is sen-
sitive to temperature treatment. Heating for one hour at 800°C and
cooling to room temperature results in a decrease in conductivity of
the same order of magnitude as the increase upon ion bombardment.
Subsequent noble-gas ion bombardment produces first a further decrease
in conductivity, followed by a steep increase (figs. 5.1, 5.3). Although
the shapesof the curves are essentially similar, their absolute values
are different if He+ or A+ ion bombardment is used. He+ bombardment
produces the largest decrease in conductivity and subsequently a steeper
conductivity increase. This becomes, however, apparent after a higher
ion dose level.

The initial decrease in conductivity is likely due to sputtering. The
incident noble gas ions remove impurity atoms from the surface layer.
Apparently at least part of them have remained electrically active
after annealing, resulting in a conductivity decrease. He ion bombard-
ment seems to be more effective in this respect than A bombardment,
indicative of a low mass impurity. This sputtering effect is also clear
from the net decrease in conductivity after He ion bombardment and
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annealing compared to the prebombardment value.

Experiments using an analyzed argon ion beam at normal incidence after

successive bombardment and anneal cycles with an unanalyzed beam at

glancing incidence, show a similar increase in conductivity (fig. 6.1).

10

f
o\ 0

2000eV A+—*Si(2l1)
* - 0°, wien filter
sample 9, 5200 JJcm n-type

10*

ion dose

10"
[ions, cm"2]

Fig. 6.1 Conductivity increase versus ion dose for a mass-analysed

argon ion bombardment. The sample has been bombarded pre-

viously with an unanalyzed ion beam. All bombardments

were performed at 295 °K .

As this analyzed bombardment has been shown (chapter IV.2) to intro-

duce virtually no impurities, this experiment demonstrates the presence

of impurities in an electrically inactive form in the sample. Upon

damaging the sample, at least part of them is rendered electrically

active. The decrease in conductivity after annealing is therefore most

likely not correlated to a decrease in impurity content due to out-dif-

fusion and desorption. Also the angle of incidence of the ion beam does

not influence the rate of conductivity increase at this stage of experi-

ment.
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If one would expect a concentration (implantation) limited process to

occur in the conductivity increase, then a slope of Aa versus dose of
less than or equal to unity is expected out of utilisation coefficient
considerations, since the value of the utilisation coefficient (f) is

known to decrease with ion dose for typical implantations [1,2]. In
our experiments we always observed a slope equal to or in excess of
unity (fig. 5.3).

Apparently the process has become damage limited.
Annealing restores much of the conductivity effects. It is therefore

more likely that annealing simply renders the impurities electrically
inactive by restoring the crystallinity.

Thus,after sufficient unanalyzed bombardment and anneal cycles, the
conductivity behaviour is entirely determined by the creation of
damage (by noble gas ion bombardment) or its subsequent annihilation
(annealing).

It is therefore not surprising to find that the use of the SAES getter

pump did not influence the conductivity curves, although its use re-

duced the impurity level by a decade ( see chapter III ).

The experiments, using an analyzed A+ beam, further indicate that in

the influence of A + + ions in the unanalyzed beam is negligable in con-

ductivity experiments. Their influence in the ellipsometric measure-

ments .however, is unknown as no analyzed and unanalyzed bombardments

have been performed at the same angle of incidence.

As the He+ ion bombardment is known C4] to create damage to a lesser
extend than A+ bombardment of the same energy and dose, this should be
reflected also in the damage-limited conductivity curves. Indeed a
higher ion dose is required to create the onset of conductivity in-
crease of He+ bombardment (fig. 5.1). Apparently a certain damage level
is required before impurities become electrically active.
The LSS projected range of 2000 eV He+ ions in silicon is about 3.5
times larger compared to A + ions of the same energy (14.2 and 4.1 nm
respectively). If we assume a uniform activation of impurities over a
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damage depth proportional to the projected range, then He+ ion bom-
bardment is expected to create a steeper conductivity increase com-
pared to A+ bombardmentpncethe damage exceeds a certain threshold
If we compare the slope of the initial conductivity increases (fig.
5.3) a ratio of 4 is found, in remarkable agreement with the ratio
of the LSS projected ranges.

It is not known whether the activation of impurities occurs uniformly
as the impurity profile, the damage profile and the donor profile are
unknown. Furthermore, the extended damage depth of He+ bombardment
can sofar not be clearly deduced from the steady state in the ellipso-
metric parameters.However, from the difference in slope upon He and
A+ bombardment it seems that impurities are activated over some extend
in depth during these bombardments. '

The above described model of damage-limited electrical activation does
not explain the observed differences in build-up of damage and conduc-
tivity. Based on the correlation to damage only, one expects the con-
ductivity and the damage (as measured ellipsometrically) to reach sa-
turation at the same ion dose. This obviously does not occur as is
shown in fig. 6.2.

fdegrees]

2000 ev A+—»s i ( ;
t . 7 5 '
T.295°K
sample 9, 5200 ncrr

/

^ ^
, , 1 1 1

11}

n-type ^—~~f

1 1 i i

1015 1016

ion dose ^ [ions.cm"2]

Fig. 6.2 A comparison of the conductivity increase and ellipsometric
parameters versus ion dose for 2000 eV A+ bombardment of the
silicon (211) surface at room temperature. The angle of
incidence was 75°.
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If one regards the saturation dose to be determined by the ratio of
the effective depth of location x and the sputter coefficient S, then
the observed differences between the saturation in optical and elec-
trical effects need to be explained by either differences in x , S or
both,for damage (= defects) or impurities*. Here again the distinction
is made between impurities implanted during the bombardment and im-
purities already present. In both cases, however, it will appear that
it is most likely that impurities are transported deeper into the solid
during the bombardment.
The deduction that impurities are present at larger depth, that is, the
difference in saturation dose is explained in terms of differences in
effective depth of location x rather than in differences in sputter-
coefficient, is best illustrated by observing the N~ bombardment induced
conductivity changes.
Nitrogen has been shown [3] to behave in silicon similar to any group
V element, that is, it exhibits a donor centre when placed substitution-
ally in the lattice. With increasing damage therefore a decrease in
utilization coefficient is expected [2], similar to P+ and Sb+ implan-
tations. Also B as a group III element shows this behaviour [1],
Nevertheless we observed experimentally a linear dependence of the
conductivity increase on ion dose (fig. 5.3).
The absence of almost any decrease in conductivity for N 2

+ bombardment
upon annealing (again 1 hour 800°C), showed that here no interference
occurred with previously implanted impurities. The entire conductivity
increase is therefore taken to be due to the nitrogen bombardment it-
self. In terms of the utilization coefficient f this indicates a con-
stant value, irrespective of lattice damage.
If one would assume the difference in conductivity and damage build-up
to be due to differences in S, this would imply the presence of elec-

* In a quantitative approach a somewhat different definition of the sputter
coefficient is appropriate. It is then better to speak of erosion
rate,(in nm per incident ion)than in terms of atoms removed per ion,
as this may lead to misunderstanding in the sputtering of vacancies.
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trically active nitrogen in the vicinity of the surface, that is, in
a layer that is heavily damaged upon bombardment (fig. 5.7). The
damage is then expected to influence the value of f significantly, in
other words the value of f would depend on ion dose. As this is not
seen experimentally we conclude that the delay in conductivity satura-
tion is more likely due to differences in effective depth of location
x of damage and electrically active implanted nitrogen atoms.
At this moment one cannot deduce whether this already occurs during
the implantation of each ion or rather is due to subsequent ions. How-
ever, if we assume the erosion rate of silicon damage and removal of
nitrogen atoms from the silicon matrix to be of the same magnitude,
the observed differences in saturation ion dose in terms of x predict
a penetration depth of electrically active nitrogen ions larger by
roughly one order of magnitude than the damage created by similar ions
(figs. 5.3 and 5.8).This is a rather large difference.
If we further assume this interpretation to be generally valid, irre-
spective of the observed nature of electrical centres, then the obser-
ved differences in saturation dose upon He+ and A+ bombardment also
need to be explained in these terms. Apparently the conductivity increase
is determined by impurities that have a final location beyond the
damaged layer thickness.

However, not all experiments can be explained in this way, as will be
shown.
If we accept this model for the moment, then during bombardment
finally a steady state in impurity surface density must be reached. The
impurity surface density is then maximum, irrespective of further
bombardment. The damage induced conductivity is then proportional to
the content of the damaged layer per unit area.
If in an experiment we are able to restore the damage (e.g. by annealing)
without changing the impurity distribution and resume damaging (e.g.
by ion bombardment) after this treatment, a steady state in conducti-
vity would be reached simultaneously with damage. As is demonstrated
by the mass-analyzed argon bombardment (fig. 6.1) this clearly does not
occur. Even in this case a different steady-state ion dose is found
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for conductivity and damage.
Apparently the impurity profile is influenced, either by the preceding
annealing cycle or by the subsequent analyzed argon bombardment. In
both cases, however» impurities must move or be moved deeper into the
solid to explain the differences in steady state ion dose.
The initial conductivity decrease upon He+ bombardment (fig. 4.5) in-
dicates the presence of (electrically active) impurities in the near
surface region. A movement deeper into the solid during annealing is
therefore not likely. This therefore strongly suggests that impurities
are driven deeper into the solid during bombardment.
This is believed to be a general phenomenon, as it is observed for as
yet unidentified impurities upon He+ and A+ bombardment and must be
anticipated for nitrogen during N 2

+ bombardment, all at 2000 eV energy.
The sample temperature seems to have little influence on the effect,
as identical conductivity changes were found upon A bombardments at
90° K (not shown).
Similar effects have been observed by ilofker et al. [5] by comparing

B implantation profiles obtained by SIMS and conductivity and Hal 1 -
effect measurements .followed by anodic oxidation and stripping. A
tailing in the SIMS curve occurred in contrast with the distribution ob-
tained from conductivity measurements. They attributed the effect to
channeling of the boron particles during implantation as the tailing
was absent in amorphous materials. It is not clear whether these effects
are identical to our observations.

After having described this phenomenon, it is worthwile to reconsider
our experimental results. Only a very small amount of impurities will
be shifted to positions deeper into the crystal .otherwise never any
depth profile could be obtained during argon-ion bombardment combined
with AES or SIMS. The impurities may then become located at a rela-
tively unperturbed depth in the sample at any moment during bombard-
ment. Together with the observed insensitivity of the nitrogen in-
duced donors to damage this seems to indicate that the conductivity
increase in the case of Np+ bombardment is mainly determined by (sub-
stitutional) nitrogen atoms, at a depth (slightly) beyond the damaged
layer thickness. This justifies the choice of bulk mobility values
in eq. (5.4).
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As electrically active nitrogen atoms are shifted in position, then the
observed linear slope of the conductivity increase does not necessarily
correspond to a proportional overall nitrogen surface density. This
might possibly saturate at much lower ion dose. In turn this influences
the value of f given earlier, as the surface density of inactive nitrogen
atoms may no longer be taken equal to twice the ion dose per unit area.
The given value of f of 10 then only holds at low ion dose and is
found to increase with ion dose due fr) jthe shift vn position of nitrogen
atoms.

If we compare these assumptions with the He+ and A+ bombardments, where
damage has been found to be a necessity for electrical activity, one
may also position the electrically active impurities over some extend
in-depth at the edge of the damage frontier. This would imply that,
normalized to the damage saturation dose, the conductivity increase is
expected to saturate at lower ion dose in the case of He and A bom-
bardment, when compared to N2

+. The data in fig. 5.3, however, do not
show this convincingly.

One may conclude that an apparently small fraction of (previously) im-
planted impurities is transported under the influence of subsequent
ion bombardment. The process is found to be a thermal.
It is not until the impurity, damage and donor profile can be deter-
mined at any stage of bombardment that quantitative data on the mechanism
can be given.

Further experiments therefore need to be directed to identifying the
impurity and the associated defect. Infra-red absorption techniques
see™ useful in this respect.
Angle-dependent ellipsometry may be used to determine the thickness
of the damaged layer.
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Samenvatting.

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar de wisselwerking
van edelgasionen en de optische en elektrische eigenschappen van schone
silicium (211) oppervlakken. De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd in twee
ultra-hoogvacuüm systemen, de gebruikte edel gassen waren argon en hel i urn,ter-
wijl de kristal temperaturen 90 en 300° K waren tijdens het bombardement.
Schone oppervlakken werden verkregen door bombardement met edelgasionen,
gevolgd door verhitten op ~ 1100° K. De experimentele technieken waar-
van gebruik is gemaakt zijn het meten van elektrische geleiding en veld-
effekt, ellipsometrie en Auger-elektronenspectroscopie. Met deze combi-
natie van technieken werd informatie verkregen over de elektrische eigen-
schappen, de chemische samenstelling en-de mate van beschadiging van het
oppervlak.
Het doel van het onderzoek was (hoofdstuk I) het bepalen van het effekt
van edelgasionenbombardement op de oppervlaktetoestandsdichtheid van
schone siliciumoppervlakken. De gebruikte energieën waren 500, 1000 en
2000 eV. Edelgasionen zijn gekozen om chemische effekten te minimali-
seren.
Om de geleidingsveranderingen zo gevoelig mogelijk te kunnen meten, is
gekozen voor bijna-intrinsieke silicium één-kristallen.
De elektrische eigenschappen van halfgeleideroppervlakken worden in
hoofdstuk II nader toegelicht, evenals een aantal verschijnselen die
optreden bij bombardement vanvastestofoppervlakken met (edelgas) ionen.
In hoofdstuk III worden de meetmethodes beschreven evenals voorbereiden-
de metingen. Opgedampte titanium contacten blijken zeer goede ohmse
eigenschappen te hebben. Een borium oppervlakteverontreiniging doet de
kristalgeleiding sterk stijgen na verhitting. Het borium diffundeert
dan het kristal in en vormt een zeer goed geleidende p-type laag. Nadat
de bron van de borium-verontreiniging (de borosilicaat glasvensters)
verwijderd is, blijkt na verhitting boven ongeveer 1100° K een zelfde
soort effekt op te treden. Dit effekt is toe te schrijven aan een toe-
name van het n-type bulk geleidingsvermogen ten gevolge van te snelle
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afkoeling. In het kader van het experiment beperken deze twee effekten

het aantal kristal-behandelingen in hoge mate.

Hoofdstuk IV beschrijft de geleidingsveranderingen ten gevolge van

bombardement met een massa-geselecteerde bundel argonionen. Bij bombar-

dement op het schone oppervlak, dat uitsluitend gebombardeerd is met

een massa-geselecteerde bundel, treedt een kleine toename van het ge-
13 -2

leidingsvermogen op. Na een dosis van 5x10 cm is de helft van het ef-
14 -2

fekt al bereikt, terwijl na ~ 5x10 cm verzadiging optreedt. Dit ef-

fekt is onafhankelijk van de gebruikte argon-ion energie oissen 500 en

2000 eV. Omdat het veld-effekt signaal niet verandert door deze be-

handeling lijkt de dichtheid aan oppervlaktetoestanden rond het Fermi-

niveau niet te dalen. De toename van het geleidingsvermogen wordt toe-

geschreven aan een verandering van de oppervlaktepotentiaal, waarschijn-

lijk veroorzaakt door de creatie van oppervlaktetoestanden op grotere

afstand van het Fermi-niveau.

Wordt het oppervlak gebombardeerd door een niet massa-geselecteerde

ionenbundel (hoofdstuk V), dan treedt een continue stijging van het

geleidingsvermogen op. Deze toename wordt verklaard door de vorming

van donorcentra ten gevolge van de interactie van geïmplanteerde ver-

ontreinigingen en roosterschade. Pas na een zeer hoge ionendosis
17 -2(>10 cm ) wordt iets van een verzadigingseffekt merkbaar.

Na voldoende bombardementscycli, wordt de toename van het geleidings-

vermogen volledig bepaald door de activatie van elektrisch ni et-actieve

verontreinigingen door roosterschade. Verhitten hierna leidt tot ver-

mindering van het geleidingsvermogen door herstel van de roosterschade.

De ellipsometrische resultaten geven aan dat bombardement leidt tot de

vorming van een oppervlaktelaag die in eigenschappen niet zoveel ver-

schilt van een opgedampte, amorfe silicium laag. Een verzadiging

treedt hier op na (l-2)xl016 cm"2.

Bombardement bij 90° K leidt tot grotere roosterschade dan bij kamer-

temperatuur. Bij deze laatste temperatuur treedt al een zekere mate van

herstel op van de schade, veroorzaakt door het individuele ion.

De waarneming dat de geleidingsverandering pas veel later neiging tot

verzadiging toont dan de roosterbeschadigingen,wordt toegekend (hoofd-
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stuk VI) aan verschuiving van verontreinigingen dieper de vastestof in,
onder invloed van opvolgend ionenbombardement.

In een poging vast te stellen welke verontreiniging hier bepalend is,
zijn bombardementen uitgevoerd met moleculaire stikstof- en waterstof-
ionen. De combinatie van deze bombardementen, hetzij met een anneal stap,
hetzij met opvolgende massa-geselecteerde argonionenbombardementen, lever-
de geen positieve identificatie op.
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Summary.

This thesis describes a study of the effect of noble-gas ion bombard-
ment on the electrical and optical properties of the clean silicon (211)
surface. The experiments were carried out in two ultra-high vacuum
systems. Bombardments were carried out with argon and helium ions and
the crystal temperatures were 90 and 300° K during bombardments. Clean
surfaces were obtained by ion bombardment and subsequent annealing at
~ 1100 K. The techniques used were measurement of electrical conducti-
vity and field-effect, ellipsometry and Auger electron spectroscopy.
With this combination of techniques, information is obtained concerning
the electrical properties, the chemical composition and the damage of
the surface.

The objective of the present study (chapter I) was to determine the ef-
fect of noble gas ions on the density of surface states at the clean
silicon surface. The energies used were 500, 1000 and 2000 eV. Noble-
gas ions were chosen to minimize chemical effects.
In order to measure the conductivity changes as sensitive as possible,
nearly-intrinsic silicon crystals were used.
Chapter II gives a survey of the electrical properties of semiconductor
surfaces and the effects occurring upon (noble gas) ion bombardment.
Chapter III deals with the measuring procedure and describes preliminary
measurements. Evaporated titanium contacts are shown to exhibit excellent
ohmic behaviour. A boron surface contamination strongly increases the
crystal conductance after heating. Boron then diffuses into the crystal
to form a highly conductive p-type layer. After the removal of the
source of the boron contamination ( the bbrosilicate-glassviewports of
the UHV systems) heating at temperatures over ~ 1100° K causes a simi-
lar behaviour. This time the n-type bulk conductivity increases due to
too rapid cooling. These two effects necessitate very delicate mani-
pulations to achieve the proper experimental conditions.
In chapter IV the conductivity changes upon mass-analyzed argon ion
bombardment are given. For the clean surface, bombarded only with a
mass-analyzed argon ion beam, a small increase in conductivity is found
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14 -2to occur after a small ion dose (saturation after 5x10 cm while after
13 -25 x 10 cm already half of the increase has occurred). The effect is

found to be independent of ion energy between 500 and 2000 eV. As the
field-effect signal did not change after this treatment, it is concluded
that the surface-state density at the Fermi level does not decrease.
The increase in conductivity is explained by a change in surface poten-
tial, probably by the creation of surface states at some distance from
the Fermi level.
For a surface, bombarded with an unanalyzed ion beam (chapter V) a con-
tinuous increase in conductivity with ion dose is found. This is ex-
plained by the formation of donor centres by the interaction of implan-
ted impurities and radiation damage. Only after a high ion dose (>10
cm ) the onset of a saturation in conductivity is observed.
After sufficient bombardment cycles, the conductivity increase is com-
pletely determined by the activation of electrically inactive impuri-
ties by radiation damage. Subsequent annealing then decreases the con-
ductivity through the mechanism of the decrease in radiation damage.
Ellipsometry shows upon ion bombardment the formation of a damaged
surface layer with properties close to those of an evaporated amorphous
silicon film. The saturation is reached here after (l-2)xl0 argon ions
per cm .
Bombardments at 90° K show a higher degree of damage than room tempera-
ture bombardments. A certain degree of annealing of the effective
damage per ion is apparent.
The larger ion dose needed for the onset of a saturation of the con-
ductivity compared to radiation damage is explained (chapter VI) by a
movement of impurities deeper into the solid under the influence of
subsequent ion bombardment. An attempt to identify the main impurity
failed as bombardments with molecular nitrogen and hydrogen ions, in
combination with annealing and/or subsequent mass analyzed argon ion
bombardment,never yielded similar results as an unanalyzed argon ion
bombardment.
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S T E L L I N G E N

I
De veranderingen in het electrische geleidingsvermogen ten gevolge van
argonionenbombardement zijn bij Heiland en Lamatsch waarschijnlijk ten
dele het gevolg van verontreinigingen in de argon atmosfeer.

G. Heiland, H. Lamatsch, Surf. Sei. 2
(1964) 18.
Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk IV.

II
De conclusie van Morgan en Rijborg, dat argonionenbombardement de opper-
vlaktetoestandsdichtheid van het Si(111) oppervlak vermindert, wordt noch
door hun experimenten noch door de geciteerde referenties gerechtvaardigd.

P. Morgan, F. Rijborg, to be published in
J. Vac. Sei. Techn. march/april (1980).

Ill
De bij ellipsometrie in êên zone gemeten veranderingen in polarisator- en
analysatorstand kunnen niet zonder meer gerelateerd worden aan veranderingen
in de ellipsometrische grootheden A en ip als gebruik gemaakt wordt van
dubbelbrekende in- en uittreevensters.

De zgn. "off-null" methode is dan ook alleen toepasbaar als gemiddeld wordt
over metingen in twee zones. Bovendien is de automatisering van een ellip-
someter, die gebaseerd is op het meten in één zone aan niet de meest uni-
verseel toepasbare methode.

Zie bijv. H. Albers, J.M.M. Droog, G.A. Bootsma,
Surf. Sei. 64 (1977) 1.

J.L. Ord, Surf. Sei. 16 (1969) 155.

IV

Het hanteren van het begrip "Fermi energie" daar waar feitelijk de chemische
potentiaal bedoeld is kan leiden tot beqripsverwarrim



Zie bijv. A. Many, Y. Goldstein, N.B. Grover,

"Semiconductor Surfaces" North Holland (1965).

Het door Nakamura,Gotoh en Kamoshida gehanteerde twee fasen model ter
berekening van de optische constanten van met 50 keV P+ geïmplanteerd
silicium is voor lage ionendosis geen goede keus. Een drie fasen model
beschrijft in dat geval de situatie beter.

K. Nakamura, T. Gotoh en M. Kamoshida,
J. Appl. Phys. 50 (1979) 3985.

VI
Een beschouwing van de bronnen van verontreiniging bij bombardement van
vastestofoppervlakken met edelgasionen leert dat, zo deze methode prin-
cipieel al schone oppervlakken oplevert, dit waarschijnlijk slechts moge-
lijk is met een primitieve ontlading bij relatief hoge gasdruk of door
middel van een op massa geanalyseerde ionenbundel.

H.E. Farnsworth, R.E. Schlier, T.H. George,
R.M. Burger, J. Appl. Phys. 29 (1958) 1150.

VII
Op de Technische Hogeschool Twante geldt de richtlijn dat het typen van
het manuscript voor een proefschrift niet tot de taak van de administratieve
staf behoort, zulks in tegenstelling tot andere manuscripten.
Deze richtlijn is alleen in het kader van de inkomensnivellering te be-
grijpen.

VIII
Mede door de inspanningen van de vacuümindustrie zijn tegenwoordig vaak
probleemloos ultrahoog vacuüm (UHV) omstandigheden te creëren. Desondanks
blijft voor gebruikers een basiscursus vacuümtechniek c.q. materiaalkunde
aan te bevelen.

U

IX
Alleen "oppervlakkig" beschouwd, bestaat er verschil tussen blank en
zwart.




